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I. Qualifications

I. I, Dan R. Olsen .Ir., Ph.D., am a resident ofOrem, Utah and have more

than 35 years of experience in computer science and human—cornputer interaction

(I-ICI). I hold a doctorate in Computing and Information from the University of

Pennsylvania. For 3 Vi years I was an Assistant Professor of Computer Science at

Arizona State University. I then served for 30 years on the faculty ofBrigham

Young Un.iversity retiring as a full professor in 2015. During that time at BYU, I

also served as the chair of the Department of Computer Science. I took leave fi'om

BYU in 1996 to become the founding director of the Human Computer Interaction

Institute in the School of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon University. I

returned to BYU in 1998. I am currently the CEO of a software startup in

educational technology (SparxTeq, Inc).

2. During the course ofmy academic career, I authored over 70 papers in

the field of computer science. The topics on which I have published papers are:

- User Interface Management Systems

Syntactic representations ofuser interfaces

Multi-user interaction across networks

Induction of interaction behavior from pictures

Novel interaction techniques using speech and laser pointers

Interactive machine learning
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Interactive robotics

Interactive television

3 . I currently hold 4 patents in human-computer interaction. I have

authored 3 textbooks on the techniques of software design for human-computer

interaction.

4. I have had extensive involvement in professional societies, such as the

Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), the premiere society in computing.

I have served in many offices ofACM’s Special Interest Group on Computer

Human Interaction (SIGCI-II) and currently serve as its treasurer. I have been

conference chair of CH], which is the premier conference in Computer Human

Interaction. I was the founding editor ofACM’s Transactions on Computer Human

Interaction. I was a co-founder and active leader for the conference on User

Interface Software and Technology (UIST) for the past 29 years. I have also served

at the governor’s request on the Utah Science, Technology and Research (USTAR)

board, which oversees and fimds state economic development efforts in

technology.

5. I twice received best paper awards in intelligent user interfaces. In

2004, I was appointed to the CHI Academy for international excellence in

Computer Human Interaction research. In 2007, I was recognized as one ofACM’s
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Fellows for research in computer science and in 2012 received the CHI Lifetime

Research Award, which is the highest award in Computer Human Interaction.

II. Graphical User Interfaces and the ‘411 Patent

6. Attorneys for the Patent Holder have explained to me that U.S. Patent

No. 7,676,411 (“the ‘411 patent”) has been challenged as a Covered Business

Method (CBM) patent. I have been asked to review the nature of the invention in

the ‘411 patent. As explained below, it is my opinion that the ‘4l1 patent claims a

technological invention because the claimed invention provides a technical

improvement to prior graphical user interfaces.

III. Historical context

7. In discussing how graphical user interfaces are a technology with

specific technical problems, I would first like to refer to two very old patents

involving earlier mechanical technologies. I will use these two patents to illustrate

two key pieces of technical knowledge that are used widely in graphical user

interface (GUI) technology.
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Figure 1 — Speedometer in the Steering Wheel.

IV. Simplification of perception — US patent 1,692,601

8. In 1928, U.S. patent 1,692,601 was issued for an automobile

speedometer that was mounted in the center of the steering wheel. This patent

claims the ability to perceive an automobi1e’s speed. It was not for the sensor for

measuring speed (Which was well known at the time). It was not for the concept of

displaying speed in a meter (which was also well known). The key claim was as

follows:

first, to provide a steering control means -for vehicles on which is

mounted a speedometer whereby the speed of the vehicle may be

readily determined by merely dropping the vision slightly to the

middle portion of the steering wheel which is substantially in line with
the line of vision of the driver and as close to the eyes of the driver as

possible, thus determining the speed of the vehicle with least danger
to the driver and other occupants

4
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9. This patent’s key contribution was that it placed the speedometer in

the center of the steering Wheel Where it was easier for the driver to perceive. This

Was not awarded for the esthetics or appearance ofthat speedometer placement. It

was the arrangement ofthe components of the technology for easiest human

perception that was the key to this patent. It will be shown in this report that the

‘411 patent claims constructing a GUI to display information in particular

locations to improve the interface between man and machine by improving the

user‘s perception of the relevant information, with bits and pixels comprising the

GUI elements rather than cables, shafts and gears.

V. Reduction of human effort - US 714,878

10. In 1902, U.S. patent 714,878 was issued for a new steering

mechanism. The claim was not for steering, which was well known, and not for the

gears, shafts and motive power that were used. The essential claim ofthis patent. is

as follows:

This invention relates to improvements in motor-vehicles or

automobiles, and more particularly to the class of such vehicles

wherein the front Wheels are both the driven and the steering wheels;

and the invent—ion more especially pertains to the mechanisms and

controlling appliances whereby the motor may be made available for
the propulsion ofthe vehicle through the front steering wheels,
whereby the motor may be employed to swing the steering-wheels to
steer, whereby the motor may be simultaneously caused to both drive
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and steer, and whereby the motor may only drive the steering-wheels,

the steering being operated manually.

The improved mechanism is especially useful on large and heavy

motor wagons or trucks in which, especially at the time of starting the

same, considerable power is necessary to change the relative position

of the wheels under the body.

1 1. By this time the steering ofvehicles was well known. The specific

technical problem that was addressed was that with very heavy vehicles the power

required to turn the steering wheels was beyond the capacity ofnormal human

beings. They were simply not strong enough. In this patent, a mechanism is

described for using power from the motor to perform the task that a human could

not do. As explained in this report, the ‘411 patent, rather than using a motor to

reduce human effort, describes a way of constructing a GUI to allow a human to

perceive and enter information in a way that a human previously could not. Bits

and pixels comprising GUI components have replaced gears, motors and shafts but

again human capacity to control and interface with a machine has still been

enhanced i.n a novel way.

VI. Graphical User Interface Technology

12. One ofthe questions at issue in the Petitioner’s arguments is whether

or not GU15 constitute a technology. User interface technology is the subject of

study at institutions such as MIT-Media Lab, CMU-HCI Institute in their School of

Computer Science, Stanford, UC-Berkeley, University of Washington and Georgia
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Tech. All ofthese highly technical institutions have strong research faculty and

educational programs in human-computer interaction. The goals ofHCI research

are to invent new Ways for people to interact with computers. This is not a new

field of study, but rather a subset ofman-machine interface design. Indeed, HCI

has adopted a number ofterms from its mechanical parent. For example, buttons,

sliders, exist in both fields for study, and just as changes to these features may

provide an improvement in a mechanical device, improving the equivalent features

in a GUI allows a computer to function better or even in ways that were not

previously conceived. For example, the various GUIS on the iPhone transform it

into a phone, compass, calculator, and so on. Without these GUIs, the iPhone is a

useless handheld computer. Indeed, the iPhone itselfuses HCI design, for

example, by using slide to unlock to access the phone to replace a mechanical lock.

13. Two common measures of success in HCI research are speed -and

accuracy. Learnability is also a common success metric. The ease with which

someone can master a user interface is very important. Although esthetics do come

into play when marketing some types ofproducts (e.g., retail products), HCI

researchers generally ignore this aspect and focus on making a user interface more

effective rather than just prettier.

14. Merriam-Webster dictionary defines technology as “the practical

application ofknowledge, especially in a particular area.” At issue then is the

7
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knowledge, or scientific principles, that cause the invention claimed in the ‘411

patent to work better than previous solutions. In my opinion, at least two basic GUI

principles cause users to perceive the claimed GUI as an improvement over prior

GU1s, namely: human visual search, and optimizing human effort. This section of

the report includes a light introduction to these principles so that they can be

understood with respect to the claims ofthe ‘411 patent.

V11. GUI Architecture

15. In the case ofthe ‘411 patent, the claims identify the specific

architecture/make-up, functionality, and structural components, including order-

entry regions allowing for user interaction, and display regions providing

information about the particular commodity market in which trades are occurring.

The design ofthis presentation is absolutely critical to the user’s ability to correctly

perceive the state of the interaction information. There are many possibilities for

the design of the GUI architecture and they will vary widely in how rapidly and

accurately the user can perceive information the user is trying to perceive. The

claims of the ‘411 patent describe how to construct a GUI with a very specific and

concrete arrangement of the presentation of the market information at particular

locations so that the inside market (the current highest bid price and current lowest

ask price) moves relative to a price axis so as to facilitate the user’s (trader)

"perception of the market.
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16. The ‘411 claims describe a particular way of constructing a GUI with

areas in an order entry region at particular locations to allow for order entry which

requires less effort ofthe user than before and provides greater accuracy without

sacrificing speed versus the disclosed conventional screens. The ’411 patent claims

a way of constructing a GUI with a specific structure and make-up for presenting

information and that permits a specific way in which users can enter data and cause

messages to be sent, which in this case is data parameters of trade orders and

messages that represent trade orders. The ‘41 1 patent claims provide a GUI that a

user can see, feel and interact with no differently than a mechanical device. The

‘411 claims provide technical solutions to the technical problems ofus.er’s

perception ofmarket data and entry of data.

17. Innovation in human control ofprocesses has a long patent history.

US Patent 3,018,661 issued in 195 7 is for an aviation dispiay. The goal ofthis

display is as follows:

It is an object ofthe present invention to provide an

aircraft instrument constructed to facilitate the control of

an aircraft simultaneously in pitch and roll by a human

pilot and which preferably is combined with means to

display the pitch and roll attitude ofthe aircraft to give a

readily appreciated indication of the actual attitude of the

9
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aircraft and the action which is required to attain the

desired flight path.

And the patent claimed providing that particular way of presenting information as

follows:

1. An aircraft instrument comprising means to define a

Viewing aperture, a first index supported for movement

Within the aperture, means within the aperture to define a

datum position for the first index, driving means

connected to the first index, means to control the driving

means in accordance with the component of the normal

plane absolute acceleration of the aircraft in direction of

its Z axis so that the displacement of the first index from

the said datum position is proportional to the said

component of the normal plane absolute acceleration of

the aircraft, a further index supported for movement

within the aperture and means to displace the further

index in relation to the said datum position in accordance

with a demanded value, both as to magnitude and

direction ofthe normal plane absolute acceleration, said

demanded Value being that required if some desired flight

10
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path is to be achieved and a maneuver of the aircrafi in

bank and pitch to superpose the first index and further

index thus resulting in the attainment of the demanded

normal plane acceleration and the desired flight path,

neglecting any components of the normal plane absolute

acceleration in the direction of the transverse axis of the

18. The innovation in this aviation patent relies upon the pilot’s ability to

perceive his current flight state in a way that will more easily allow him to control

the plane. The ‘4l1 patent innovates in a similar way using mouse, keyboard and

screen rather than gears and dials.
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VII1. Human factors

19. This is not the place for a complete discussion of the human factors

principles that impact the design of interfaces between man and machine.

However, there are three that are instructive in this case. They are: short term

memory, foveated perception and expressive leverage.

A. Seven +/- two

20. A great deal of what we do when we work depends upon our short-

term memory. Short term memory consists ofthe knowledge we need right now

for the task at hand. It has been shown that the number ofconcepts that can be held

in short term memory is between 5 and 9, which is described as the “seven plus or

minus two” rule. When the amount of information required for a task exceeds these

limits we forget something to make room for a new piece of information. This is

Why talking with someone will cause us to forget a phone number that we just

looked up. The new information from talking pushes out the phone number we just

saw. In commodity trading, driving a car, or piloting aircraft there are many pieces

of information that must be considered rapidly and simultaneously to perform

successfully.

B. Foveated perception

21. When information is displayed on the screen, the speed and accuracy

with which a user can interact is heavily influenced by their ability to find desired

12
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information on the screen. The visual search for information is largely controlled

by the anatomy of the eye and specifically the retina. Figure 3 shows the anatomy

of the eye. Most of the retina is the periphery with a small spot near the center

called the macula or the fovea. The periphery has a lot of sensors but they are quite

spread out and can only sense gray, not color. This means that most ofthe image

that we see at any one time is gray and quite blurry. The sensors at the fovea are

densely packed so that we see in high resolution and they also can sense color.

Low RDSDIIJIIDI1
GrayFast

Macuiaf I
FDVEG

High ResolutionOoh:-I
Slaw

Saccade Sfsec

Figure 3 — Eye anatomy

22. At first most people do not believe that their eye works this way

because they think they see everything in high resolution and in color. In actuality

that is your visual memory that is supplying the information as well as the fact that

your eye can move very rapidly. As soon as you think about wanting to see

something, your eye moves to look at it and it appears in high resolution. This

effect can be understood by a simple experiment. Pick a line of text in the middle

13
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ofthis paragraph. Hold your eyes still and witl1out moving them, attempt to read

the lines above and below. With double-spaced text you will not be able to see

anything but a blur outside of the line you. are looking at.

23. Because only the fovea can pick up high resolution information, it

relies upon the eye’s ability to move very rapidly (5 times per -second) and on the

periphery to identify important locations to look. However, the periphery is limited

in its ability to identify where to look because of its low resolution (blurry images).

Good interface design will organize information so that it is easy for the periphery

to identify where the eye should look for the desired information. For example, this

is why warning lights in a car are displayed around a cars more frequently viewed

speedometer. The claims of the ‘41l patent describe a particular way of

constructing a GUI with a specific set ofvisual relationships to simplify visual

search for the information.

C. Expressive leverage

24. The process ofvisual search is only part of the technical problem of

creating an efficient interactive solution. We also need to minimize the human

effort to interact with the GUI. One principle of such interactivity is called

“expressive leverage” [OLSE 07]. Expressive leverage is the ratio between the

amount of information to be expressed and the amount ofhuman effort required in

such expression. High expressive leverage creates Very eflicient user interfaces.

14
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Natural languages such as English are attractive due to their high expressive

leverage.

25. A very common way to measure human effort in an interaction is the

keystroke-level model (KLM) [CARD 08]. This simply counts the number of key

or button entries required to accomplish a task. This measure has many limitations

but it will serve here as a simple measure of expressive leverage in this discussion.

Use PrEv.iau5 .. I

Name: George Menden hall i

Street Address: 1450 Sonuma Blvd |

City: _ Pig Creek I

= lap
' : 98 765

Figure 4 — Form Filling

26. In one application a user may be required to enter a shipping address

using the form shown in figure 4. To enter the address shown in the figure requires

49 key presses plus 5 mouse clicks for a KLM measure of 54. If the user enters this

address many times, the designers can introduce the “Use Previous” button that

requires only 1 click (expressive leverage of 54/1) to accomplish the task. This is

the technique used by Amazon in US Patent 5,960,411. These examples are

modern instances of the same kind of innovation found in the power steering
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patent. Again bits and pixels have replaced shafts, wheels and gears but the

concept ofmagnifying the power ofhumans to effect desired actions is the same.

IX. The ‘4l1 patent analysis

27. The preceding discussion has laid out some of the knowledge and

principles found in the field of interface design. We have shown that improvements

to interfaces have long been the subject of patentable technologies and provide

specific benefits. In particular, the ‘41l patent addresses the technical problem of

increasing the speed and accuracy of entering data and usability by constructing a

GUI to improve user interaction by displaying market information and areas in an

order entry region selectable by a single action to set a price for a trade order and

send an order at that price with a default quantity. It is not the nature ofcommodity

trading that is claimed in the ‘411 patent but rather the technology of a new

mechanism for improved efficiency in entering data and sending messages

representing trades that is claimed.
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Figure 5 — [Figure 4] from the ‘411 patent

The third—fifth, and seventh paragraphs of claim 1 are as follows:

displaying, via the computing device, a bid display region comprising

a plurality of graphical locations, each graphical location in the bid

display region corresponding to a different price level of a plurality of

price levels along a price axis;

displaying, via the computing device, an ask display region

comprising a plurality of graphical locations, each graphical location

in the ask display region corresponding to a different price level of the

plurality of price levels along the price axis;

dynamically displaying, via the computing device, a first indicator

representing quantity associated with at least one trade order to buy

the commodity at the current highest bid price in a first graphical

location of the plurality of graphical locations in the bid display

1?
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region, the first graphical location in the bid display region

corresponding to a price level associated with the current highest bid

price;

dynamically displaying, via the computing device, a second indicator

representing quantity associated with at least one trade order to sell

the commodity at the current lowest ask price in a first graphical

location of the plurality ofgraphical locations in the ask display

region, the first graphical location in the ask display region

corresponding to a price level associated with the current lowest ask

price;

These elements provide benefits for several reasons. First is that the axis

alignment improves Visual search by the fovea for a specific market price.

Alignment along the axis gives the eye a very specific direction to look. Arranging

the prices in regular intervals gives the brain’s visual system a good idea of exactly

how far to look to locate a specific price. Arranging the bid/ask information in a

specific locations relative to the price location greatly simplifies the trader’s visual

search for bid information at a specific price. The requirement of the common

price axis displayed against both bid and ask solves the technical problem ofthe

user efficiently perceiving the whole market.

29. The sixth paragraph ofclaim 1 reads:

upon receipt ofmarket information comprising a new highest bid

price, moving the first indicator relative to the price axis to a second

graphical location of the plurality of graphical locations in the bid

display region, the second graphical location corresponding to a price

level ofthe plurality of price levels associated with the new highest

18
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bid price, wherein the second graphical location is different from the

first graphical location in the bid display region;

The goal of this element is to show movement of the highest bid price as the

market changes. Because the price axis is remaining static the periphery of the eye

as well as the visual memory retains the position ofvarious prices without the

time-consuming process of reading the prices using the fovea. As the highest bid

price moves it is easy for the eye to follow and for the trader to quickly understand

the corresponding price change. This is made possible because‘ the indicator is

moving relative to the fixed price locations. This is in contrast with the old method

in figure 2 of the ‘4l1 patent where the user must read prices (visually much

slower) to understand the movement. The eighth paragraph of claim 1 claims

similar interactive properties as paragraph six. The difference is that it discusses

the lowest ask price rather than the highest bid price. The visual analysis is the

same.

30. The ninth and tenth paragraphs of claim 1 read:

displaying, via the computing device, an order entry region

comprising a plurality of graphical areas for receiving single action

commands to set trade order prices and send trade orders, each

graphical area corresponding to a different price level along the price

axis; and

selecting a particular graphical area in the order entry region through a

single action of the user input device to both set a price for the trade

order and send the trade order having a default quantity to the

electronic exchange

19
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This paragraph of the claim further defines the structure and features of the GUI,

namely the order entry region that a user may select to send trade orders. This

paragraph shows that the claimed invention addresses the whole interactive

problem, not just the Visual display. Specifically, the claimed GUI provides

functionality for a trader to not only understand the market but repeatedly take

action within that market. By aligning the graphical areas that accept order

commands with the corresponding prices, the ‘4l1 patent takes advantage of two

GUI principles. The alignment with the price simplifies the eye’s location of the

order command area. Also by aligning the order area with the price the trader can

simultaneously specify the price as well as the order. This increases the expressive

leverage of the user interface. The inclusion of a default quantity further increases

the expressive leverage.

31. The whole of the language of claim 1 is not about executing

commodity trades. The claim provides the structure, make-up, and functionality to

address technical problems ofproviding a GUI that is efficient to perceive and

accurate and eficient for entering data over the conventional systems (e.g., Fig. 2

GU15) that the patent discloses. The inventors have applied GUI design knowledge

to the particular area of commodities trading to achieve a practical solution of

providing a more efficient interface for doing commodity trading. Thus, they have

applied technical knowledge to a technical problem.

20
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X. Market speed

32. In previous work by the inventors and others it was common to

provide the current market bid and ask prices in a fixed location in a GUI. Figure 2

of the ‘4 1 1 patent. The patent describes this as the normal user interface for

commodity trading before the technology covered by the ‘411 patent was

introduced. It is also my understanding that these displayed prices could be

clicked to execute an order at the current market price. The problem is that people

cannot respond to Visual data in less than 200 milliseconds and usually much

longer. However, the commodities market changes much faster than that. This

means that traders using such a user interface would not always order at the price

they thought they were (if they were trying to obtain a particular price) because

between the time they decided to order and they could execute a click the price

would have changed. From the user’s perspective, an order placed at a price that

differed from their intended price would be a data entry error. From the computer’s

perspective, the interface would be operating correctly. The ‘4 11 method provides

an improved GUI for traders who want to enter an order at a particular price

because it constructs the GUI in a way that removes that discrepancy between the

user’s intended price and what the computer understands the user’s selected price

to be. This allows for exact price orders to be executed, addressing this problem.
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bases for dealing with them Whatever run); be true ul‘

these: more global issues. om: flllljfli cause is the absence

of good analysis tools for as.-ecssing mmhmcd u.-scr-cum-

putcr performance.

There exists quite a bit of research relevant to the

area of u:.er—cou1pulcI' performance. but most of it 15

prtliminary in nature. Pcw et al. [14], in a review oI”40

potentially relevant human-system performance models.

conclude “that integrative models of human performance

compatible with the requirements for representing com-

mand and control system performance do not exist at the

present time." Ramsey and Atwood [IS]. after reviewing
the human factors literature pertinent to computer sys-

lcms.I:oncludctl1al while there exists enough material to

develop a qualitative “human factors design guide."

there is insufficient material for a “quantitative reference
handbook."

This paper presents one spccific quantitative analysis

tool: a simple model for the time it takes a user to

perform a task with a given method on an interactive

computer system. This model appears to us to be simple

enough, accurate enough. and Flexible enough to be

applied in practical design and evaluation situations.

The model addresses only a single aspect or perform-

ance. To put this aspect into pcrspective. note that there

are many different dimensions to the pcrformancc of a
user-computer system:

— Tltfle. How long does it take a user to accomplish a
given set oftasks using the system‘?

-Emm. How many errors does a user make and how

serious are they?

—Learning. How long does It take a novice user to
learn how to use the systern In do a given set of
tasks?

—Fum-rfonatiry. What range of tasks can a user do in
practice with the system?

——Reca!l. How easy is it for a uscr to recall how to use

the system on a task that he has not done for some
time?

The author: of Ihn repatl an luau: :11 alphabetical order. A.
Hamel! in a communal to Xerox PARC, Thu paper at in revised vmum
at 131. For 0 View of the [sugar muurclt prugrum of which the study
ducrlbcd in lhii paper 1; a pm. in [3].
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t rult'(‘Ila‘-'t.lIlm*l. How many things does a user have

to keep in mind while using the system‘?

F"nti'gtre. How tired do users get when they use the
~.v-‘tom for extended periods’?

-"it-n‘-ptztiiiltti‘. How do ll.‘i§3l'.‘\' iaubjcctivcly evaluate
the s_y\lt'trI"

Next. note than there is no .u'ngl¢- kind ofu.ter. Uvert.

varv along many dimension.-3:

Flicir ('1 rm: ofknmw'edgc of the ditlercnt tasks.

Tlteir knowledge cy'orher .ty.tteni.s'. which may have

positive or negative effects. on the performance in
the S)‘.‘ilCI‘tl of interest.

Their motor .s‘lrt'!l‘.-3 on vtmott.-t input devices (e.g..
typing speed}.

Their general techr:£r:alabi1ir_y in using systems {e.g.,
programmers vs. nonprogramrners).

Their €,\'pe’rft?nC€ with the system. i.c,, whether they

are rruw't.‘e tuerx, who know little about the system;
r-a.s-not u.tt3'r.r. who know a moderate amount about

the system and use it at irregular intervals: or expert

tt.rer.t', who know the system intimately and use it

frequently.

Finally, note that there is no single kind oftark. This

is especially true in interactive systems, which are ex-

pressly built around a command language to permit a

wide diversity of tasks to be accomplished. The number

of qualitatively different tasks perforruablc by a modern
text editor, for instance. runs to the hundreds.

All aspects of performance, all types of users, and all

kinds of tasks are important. However, no uniform ap-
proach to modeling the entire range of factors in a simple

way appears possible at this time. Thus, of necessity. the
model to be presented is specific to one aspect of the

total uscr—cotnputer system: How long it taker expert

users to perform routine tasks.

The model we present here is simple, yet effective.
The central idea behind the model is that the time for an

expert to do a task on an interactive system is determined

by the time it takes to do the keystrokes. Therefore, just
write down the method for the task. count the number

of keystrokes required, and multiply by the time per

keystroke to get the total time. This idea is a little too
simplistic. Operations other than keystrokes must be
added to the model. Since these other operations are at

about the same level (time grain) as keystrokes. we duh

it the "Keystroke-Level Model." (The only other sintilar
proposal we know of is that of Embley et al. [9], which
we discuss in Section 6.l.)

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2

forrnulatcs the time prediction problem more precisely.
Section 3 lays out the Keystroke-Level Model. Section 4
provides some empirical validation for the model. Sec-
tion S illustrates how the model can be applied in prac-

lice. And Section 6 analyzes some simpler versions of the
model.

197

2. The Time Prediction Problem

The prediction problem that we will address is as
follows:

Given: A tzuzit [possibly involving several sttbtasks):

the command language of at system; the motor skill

parameters of the user; the response time parameters of
the system: the method used for the task.

Predict.’ The time an expert user will take to execute

the task using the system, providing he uses the method
without error.

Several aspects of this formulation need explication,

especially the stipulations about execution. methods, and
the absence of error.

2.] Unit: Tasks and Execution Time

Given a large task. such as editing a large document.

a user will break it into 2: series of small, cognitively

manageable, quasi-independent tasks, which we call um‘:

tn.rr'<5 [4; 5, ch. ill. The task and the interactive system
influence the structure of these unit tasks, but unit ta.-its

appear to owe their existence primarily to the memory

limits on human cognition. The importance of unit tasks

for our analysis is that they permit the time to do a large

task to be decomposed into the sum ofthe times to do its
constituent unit tasks. Note that not all tasks have a unit-

task substructure. For example, inputting an entire man-

uscript by typing permits a continuous throughput or-

ganization.

For our purposes here, a unit task has two pans: (I)

acquisition of the task and (2) execution of the task

acquired. During acquisition the user builds a mental

representation of the task. and during execution the user
calls on the system facilities to accomplish the task. The
total time to do a unit task is the sum of the time for

these two parts:

Trash = + Terms:-ul'2

The acquisition time for a unit task depends on the
characteristics of the larger task situation in which it

occurs. In a manuscript interpretation situatiomin which
unit tasks are read from it marked-up page or from
written instructions, it takes about 2 to 3 seconds to

acquire each unit task. In a routine design situation, in

which unit tasks are generated in the user's mind, it takes

about 5 to 30 seconds to acquire each "unit task. In a

creative cotnposition situation. it can take even longer.
The execution of a unit task involves calling the

appropriate system commands. This rarely takes over 20

seconds (assuming the system has a reasonably‘ efficient
command syntax). If a task requires a longer execution

time. the user will likely break it into smaller unit tasks.
We have formulated the prediction problem to pre-

dict only the execution time of unit tasks. not the acqui-
sition time. This is the part of the task over which the
system designer has most direct "control (i.e.. by manip-

ulating the system's command language}. so its predic-
tion suffices for many practical purposes. Task acquisi-
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tron times are highly vttnahlc. except in special 5-tlttatiotts
(such as the manuscnpt interpretation $Ill.l3l.l.t'\I‘l :: and we

uun say little yet about predicting them.

Two important asstittiptions underlie our treatment
of execution time. First. execution time IS: the ruttnc no

matter how a task 15 acquired. Second. acquisition time

and E.|i.CICl.1llOl'I. time are independent (2.3... reducing exc-

c-ution time by making the command language more

eflicicut does not n.lTci:t acquisition time). These zi.ssur<np-
tions are no doubt false at at line level of detail. but the

error they produce is p-robttbly well below the threshold

of concern in practical worlz.

2.2 Medium

A meralwd is a sequence of 53. stem commands for

executing at unit task that formsa well-integrated t"corn—
piled"} segment of a user's behavior. It is characteristic

of an expert user that he has one or more methods for

each type of unit task that he encounters and that he can

quickly {in about a second) choose the appropriate
method in any instance. This is what makes expert user
bc1:ia'-’ior routine. as opposed to novice user behavior.
which is distinctly nonroutine

Methods can be specified at several level; A user

actually knows it method at all its levels. from a general
system-independent Functional specification. down

through the oommancls in the language of the computer
system. to the keystrokes and device manipulations that
actually communicate the method to the system. Models

can deal with methods defined at any of these levels {4.

H}. The Keystroke-Level Model adopts one specific
ievel—l.he keystroke lcvel—to formalize the notion of a

method. leaving all the other levels to be treated infor-
mally.

Many methods that achieve a y‘-ven task mu exist. In

gcneral such methods but no systematic relationship to
each other {except that of attaining the same end). Each
can take a different amount of time to execute. and the

differences can be large. Thus, in general. if the method
is unknown, reasonable predictions ofexecution time are

not possible. For this reason. the proper prediction prob-
lem is the one posed at the beginning of the section:
Predict the time given the method.

2.3 Error-Free Execution

The Keystroke-Level Model assumes that the user

faithfully executes the given method. The user deviates

from a postulated method when he makes an error. Up
to a founli of an expert’: time can be spent correcting
errors, though users vary in their trade-olfhetween speed
and errors. We are simply iporing the tasks containing
errors and only ptodicting the crror«free tasks, for we do
notknowlioivtoprodictwhereamlhmvoflenerron

occur. But. if the method for correcting an error is given.
the modelcanbc uaedtoprodicthowlongitwill laketo
make the correction. Indeed. experts handle roost errors

in routine ways. i.e.. according to fixed. available meth»
ads.

5!!

3. Die .l\'cy‘stmltr.-Lu.-rel Motiel

We lay out the pnttiittve operators [or the hlcsrtrtslc.

Lcvel Model and give it set til" hcun,q.._-,. [or trading
I‘ll.l:ll'tI_‘otll\' in terms of these tlpcfilltlfh. There we pre.-«cut a
lcw ctamplcs 0! method ent'ntl1nt_1

3.! Operators

The l(ey:~'tI'okc—l.cu:l Model .tw:rt:- that the ctccu-

lion part of El task can be dcscnhcd in term.» ul four

dilTt-rent physical-niotor operators. K tkcystrulung}. P
tpointingl. ll (homing). and D (drawing). and one mental

operator. M. by the user. plus .-1 response operator. R. by
the system. These operators tin: listed 1!‘! Figure I. E:tc~
cution time is simply the sum of the time for each of the
operators.

Tum.» ‘= Tr: + Tr + TH + Tn + TM + Tan (ll

Moot operators are assumed to take a constant time for

each octrurrence. e.g.. T5 = nit-rt. where 21;: 15 the number

of keystrokes and 1; is the time per keystroke. (Operators
D and R are treated somewhat dilTcrcnlly.)

The most frequently used operator is K. which rcp-
rescnts a keystroke or ll. button push {on a typewriter

keyboard or any other button device). it refers to keys.
not characters (e.g., hitting the SIIIFT key counts as it
separate K). The average tirne for K. rg. will be taken to

he the standard typing rate. as determined by standard
one-minute typing tests. This is an approximation in two

respects. First. keying time is different for different keys

and key devices. Second. the time for immediately caught

typing errors (involving EACKSPACE and rckcying) should
be folded ll'tII0l';r.Tl‘ll15. the preferred way to calculate :5

from a typing test is to divide the total time taken in the

test by the total number of nonerror keystrokes. which

gives the effective keying time. We accept both these

approttirnatious in the interest of simplicity.
Users can differ in their typing rates by as much as

a factor of IS. The range of typing speeds is given in
Figure I. Given a population of users. an appropriate Ix

can be selected from this range. lfa user population has
users with large 3;: differences. then the population

should be partitio.ned and analyzed separately. since the
different classes of users will be likely to use dilTcrent
methods.

The operator P represents pointing to at target on 3.
display with it "mouse." a wheeled device that is rolled

around on a table to guide the display’: cursor. Pointing
time for the mouse varies as a function of the distance to

the target. a‘. and the size of the -target. 5, according to
FiIts's Law I2}:

tp-_8+ .1 loggfd/s+.5l5ec.

The fastest time according to this equation is .8 sec. and

the longest likely that {d/3 - I28) is 1.5 sec. Again. to
knr.-p the model simple. we will use it oonrtant time of l.l

see for Ir. Often. pointing with the mouse is followed by

pressing one of the buttons on the mouse. This key press

is not part of P: i1 is represented by at K following the P
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I'|_t; I lltr Upcrtttnn ullltc Kcystrttkc Model

Operator Description and Remarks

K Keystroke or button press.
wresetmo tho SHIFI or CONTROL hey courlot an 3
suaarare Fl CIr:r.rar'-on Tune vflrlétil warn the typing SMHI or
the user. the following shows ll’!-8 round of lyurcal values

Best typist (135 wpm}
Good tyglsl (90 wpm}
Average skilled lyptst [55 wpm}
Average non-secretary typlst {40 wpm)
Taninr; random letters
Typung complex codes
Worst typlsl lunlarmltar with keyboard)

Poinlmo to a target on a dusplay with a mouse.
Thu lime I0 9010! values wllh distance and large‘! one 3-Ctordlrtg
lo Fitt:'a Law The tit-he ranqeslrom .5 to 1 599:.
«nth I I being an average lmta. ‘rm: oparalordoes no:
rncluda the button press that alien follows [.2 sec].

Homing the handlsl on the keyboard or other device. .40“

Drawmg (manually) no straight-line segments

having a total length of to cm. .9na+.16ID‘fhra I: a very restricted operator, It assumes that drawing rs
done with the mouse on a system that corxatratns all lines to
tall on a square 58 cm and Users vary in that! lit awnng alttlt
the lime given ls an avomfle value

M Mentally preparing lor executing physical actions.

Rm Response of rsec by the system.This takes ditterenl limes iordrlterent cornrn-ands in the symtyn,
The-setlmes rnusl be Input to the model. The response Ilrne
cuunhi only ll 'il cauafis lhe user to watt.

" See ts].
" This L: the average typmg ml: oi the non:-tecrctat-y subjects in the expat-iment described to

Sfliliun -|1.|
I SEE
" Soc [2 4].
"Flat drawing tame function and the cocfficicnts wot: dcrived from least squares filo on the

drawtng test data from the four MARKUF subjrcts. See Section: 3.1 and 4. I.
‘The lirru: for M was estimated from the data from experiment described In Section 41. Sex:

Section 4.2. l .

The mouse is an optimal pointing device as far as time
is concerned; but the at,» is about the same for other

analog pointing devices. such as Iightpens and some
joysticks [2].

When there are different physical devices for the user

to operate. he will move his hands between them as
needed. This hand movement, including the fine posi-

tioning adjustment of the hand on the device. is repre-
sented by the H (“horniug") operator. From previous
studies [2, 4], we assume a constant 1}: of .4 sec for

movement between any two devices.

The D operator represents manually drawing a set of
straight-line segments using the mouse. "D takes two
parameters. the number of segments (rm) and the total
length ofall segments (In). :p(n.-3, la) is a linear Function
of those two parameters. The coefficients of this function
are different for different users; Figure I gives an average

value for them. Note that this is at very specialized

operator. Not only is it restricted to the mouse. but also
it assumes that the drawing systctn constrains the cursor
to ll: on a. ,56 cm grid. This allows the user to draw
)9‘)

straight lines fairly easily. but we would expect to to be
different for different grid sizes. We make no claim for

the generality of these times or for the form of the

drawing time function. However. inclusion of one in-
stance of a drawing opcrator serves to indicate Lhe wide
scope of the model.

The user spends some time “mentally preparing" to
execute many of the physical operators just described;

e.g.. he decides which command to call or whether to
terminate an argument string. These mental preparations

are represented by the M operator, which we. estimate to
lake L35 sec on the average (see Section 4.2.1.). The use
of a single mental operator is. again, at deliberate simpli-
llcatlon.

Finally. the Keystroke-Level Model represents the
system response time by the R operator. This operator
has one parameter, t. which is just the response time in
seconds. Response times are different for different sys-
tems, for different commands within a system, and for

different contexts of a given command. The Keystroke-
Level Model does not embody a theory of system re—
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sponse time. The response times must be input to the
model by giving specific values for the parameter t,
which is a placeholder for these input times.

The R times are counted only when they require the
user to wait for the system. For example, a system re-

sponse counts as an It when it is followed by a K and the
system does not allow type-ahead. and the user must
wait until the response is complete. However. when an

M operation follows a response, the response time is not

counted unless it is over 1.35 sec, since the expert user
can completely overlap the M operation with the re-

sponse time. Response times can also overlap with task
acquisition. When a response is counted as an R. only
the nonoverlapping portion of the response time is given

as the parameter to R.

3.2 Encoding Methods

Methods are represented as sequences of Keystroke-

Level operations. We will introduce the notation with
examples. Suppose that there is a command named PUT

in some system and that the method for calling it is to

type its name followed by the RETURN key. This method

is coded by simply listing the operations in sequence:
MK[P] K[U] K[r] K[aErURN], which we abbreviate as M

4K[P U T RETURN]. In this notation we allow descriptive

notes (such as key names) in square brackets. If, on the
other hand, the method to call the PUT command is to

point to its name in a menu and press the RED mouse
button, we have: H[n-louse] MP[pu'r] K[ll.ED] Hflreyboard].

As another example, consider the text editing task

(called T1) of replacing a 5-letter word with another 5-
letter word, where this replacement takes place one line

below the previous modification. The method for exe-

cuting task Tl in a l.ine—oriented editor called POET (see

Section 4) can he described as follows:
Method for Task TI-—Pl:lII‘.'I'.'

Jump to next line
Call Substitute command

Specify new S-digit word
Terminate argument
Specify old 5-digit word
Terminate argument
Terminate command

MK[LlNEFEED]
MK[S]
5I([word}
Ml([RETURN]
5K[word‘,|
MK[RETURN 1
KIRETURNI

Using the operator times from Figure 1 and assuming

the user is an average skilled typist (i.e., 1;; = .2 see). we

can predict the time it will take to execute this method:

Temm, = 43M + l5t.rg = 8.4 see.

This method can be compared to the method for

executing task '1'] on another editor. a display-based

system called DISPED (see Section 4):
Method for Tnslr Tl-Dlspedr
Reach for mouse
Point to word
Select word

Home on keyboard
Call Replace command
Type new 5-digit word 5K[word]
Terminate type-in Ml([ESC]

Ti.-xecure = 2:11.! ‘i’ SIR + 21'}; + [P = 6.2 SEC.

Hlmou-ac]
Pfword]
K[‘i’ELLOW]
Hlkeylz-card]
MEIR]

400

Fig. 1, Heuristic rules For placing the M operations.

Communications

Begin with a method encoding that includes all physical operation-a and
response operations. Use Flute 0 to place cantlitlale M5: and Ihcn cycle
through Rules 1 lo 4 tor each M to see wtlelller it should be deleted.

Rule 0. Insert M5 in front of all Ks that are not part of argument
strings preparing.‘ text slrlngs or numlaersl. Place M5 in lront
at all Pe lhal select commands-. {nol arguments).

I! an operator lclllowlng an M l5 rully armclrlalerl In the operator
gust previous to M. then delete the M ta.g.. PMK » PK}.

II a string cl MK: belong to a Gugfllrlvé ur1I.r'r tag, the name of
a command]. then delete all Ms but the firs-I.

II a K is a redundant lermlrlaror {e.g.. the terminator 01’ a
command immediately following the terminator of its
argument}. then delete the M in Iron! ol the K.

II 3 K terminates: a constant string leg : a command name].
then delete the M in front of the K: but if lhe K terminates a
variable string tee.‘ an argutnerll string). then keep the M.

Thus, we predict that the task will take about two seconds
longer on POET than on DISPED. The accuracy of such

predictions is discussed in Section 4.
The methods above are simple unconditional se-

quences. More complex or more general tasks are likely
to have multiple methods and/or conditionalities within
methods for accomplishing diflerent versions of the task.

For example. in a o1sPsD—like system the user often has
to ‘‘scroll’' the text on the display before being able to

point to the desired target. We can represent this method
as follows:

.4(MP[SCROLL-[CON] K[aEo] R(.5)) P[word] K[YF.l.l.0W].

Here we assume a specific situation where the average

number of scroll jumps per selection is .4 and that the
average system response time for a scroll jump is .5 sec.

From this we can predict the average selection time:

rm... = .4:M + L41; + 1.4:? + .4(.5) = 2.6 see.

For more complex contingencies, we can put the opera-
tions on a flowchart and label the paths with their

frequencies.
When there are alternative methods for doing a

specific task in a given system. we have found [4] that

expert users W'l.l.L in general, use the most efficient
method, i.e.. the method taking the least time. Thus, in

making predictions we can use the model to compute the
times for the alternative methods and predict that the
fastest method will be used. (If the alternatives take
about the same time, it does not matter which method

we predict.) The optimality assumption holds, ofcourse.
only if the users are familiar with the alternatives, which
is usually true of experts (excepting the more esoteric
alternatives}. This assumption is helped by the tendency

of optimal methods to be the simplest.

3.3 Heuristics for the M Operator

M operations represent acts of mental preparation
for applying subsequent physical operations. Their oc—
currenoe does not follow directly from the method as
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defined by the command language of the system. but
lion‘: the specific knowledge and skill of the user. The

Keystroke-l.evel Model provides a set of rules (Figure 2}
for placing M3; in the method encodings. These rules

embody psychological assumptions about the user and

are ttcccssarily heuristic. especially given the simplicity
of the model. They should be viewed simply as guide-
lines.

The rules in Figure 2 define a procedure. The pro-

cedure begins with an encoding that contains only the
physical operations (K. P. H. and D). First. all candidate

M's are inserted into the encoding according to Rule 0.

which is a heuristic for identifying all possible decision

points in the method. Rules l to 4 are then applied to
each candidate M to see if it should be deleted.

There is a single psychological principle behind all

the deletion heuristics. Methods are composed of highly

integrated subrnetltods {“5ubroutines") that show up
over and over again in different methods. We will call

them method chunlct orjust chunks, a term common in

cognitive psychology [I7 ]. The user cognitively organizes

his methods according to chunks, which usually reflect
syntactic constituents of the system's command language.

Hcncc. the user rncrtlally prepares for the next chunk,

not Just the next operation. It follows that in executing
methods the user is more likely to pause between chunks

than within chunks. The rules attempt to identify method
chunks.

Rule I asserts that when an operation is fully antici-

pated in another operation. they belong in a chunk. A

common example is pointing with the mouse and then
pressing the mouse button to indicate a selection. The

button press is fully anticipated during the pointing
operation. and there is no pause between them (i.e.,

PMK becomes PK accordutg to Rule 1). This anticipa-
tion holds even if the selection indication is done on

another device (e.g., the keyboard or a foot pedal). Rule

2 asserts that an obvious syntactic unit, such as a com-

mand name, constitutes a chunk when it must be typed
out in full.

The last two heuristics deal with syntactic termina-

tors. Rule 3 asserts that the user will bundle up redundant

tcrminators into a single chunk. For example. in the

POIET example in Section 3.2. a RETURN is required to
terminate the second argument and then another serum»:
to terrnlnate the command: but any user will quickly

learn to simply bit a double RETURN after the second

argument (LE4. MKMK becomes MKK according to Rule
3). Rule 4 asserts that a terminator of a constant-string
chunk will be assimilated to that chunk. The most com-

mon example of this is in systems that require it termi-
nator. such as rurrunu. after each command name: the

user learns to immediately follow the command name
with IUETUIIN.

it is clear that these heuristics do not capture the

notion of method chunks precisely. but are only rough

approximations. Further. their application is ambiguous
in many situations. e.g.. whether something is “fully

-IIJI

anticipated" or is a “cognitive unit." What can we do

about this ambiguity? Better general heuristics will help
in reducing this ambiguity. However, some of the vari-

ability in what are chunks stems from a corresponding
variability in expertness. Individuals differ widely in
their behavior; their categorization into novice‘. casual,

and expert users provides only a crude separation and

leaves wide variation within each category. One way that
experts differ is in what chunks they have (set: 16} for

related evidence). Thus. some of the difficulties in plac-
ing M’s is unavoidable because not enough is known (or

can be known in practical work) about the experts
involved. Part of the variability in expertness can be

represented by the Keystroke-Level Model as encod irigs
with different placements of M operations.

4. Empirical Validation of the Keystroke—LeveI Model

To determine how well the Keystroke-Level Model

actually predicts performance times, we ran an experi-
ment in which calculations from the model were com-

pared against measured times for a number of different

tasks, systems, and users.

4.1 Description of the Experiment

A total of 1.280 user-system-task interactions were

observed, comprised of various combinations of2S use-rs,

I0 systems, and I4 tasks.

Systems. The systems were all typical application

programs available locally (at Xerox PARC) and Widely
used by both technical and nontechnical users. Some of

the systems are also widely used nationally. Three of the

systems were text editors. three were graphics editors,
and five were executive subsystems. The systems are

briefly described in Figure 3.

Together, these systems display a considerable diver-

sity of user interface techniques. For example, Porn‘, one

of the text editors, is a typical line-oncnted system, which

uses first-letter mnemortics to specify commands and

search strings to locate lines. In contrast, DRAW, one of

the graphics systems. displays a menu of graphic icons
on the CRT display to represent the commands, which
the user selects by pointing with the mouse.

Tasks. The 14 tasks performed by the users (see

Figure 4} were also diverse. but typical. Users of the

editing systems were given tasks ranging from a simple
word substitution to the more difficult task of moving a

sentence from the middle to the end of a paragraph.

Users of the graphics systems were given tasks such as
adding a box to a diagram or deleting a box (but keeping
a line which overlapped it). Users of the executive sub-

systems were given tasks such as transferring a file
between computers or examining part of a file directory.

Task-system methods. In all there were 32 t-ask-system
combinations: 4>-:3 = 12 for the text editors. 5x3 as 15

for the graphics systems. and one task each for the five
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executive subsystems. For each task-system combination,

the most efficient “natural" method was determined (by
consulting experts) and then coded in Keysl‘.roke—l.evel
Model operations. For example. the methods for T1-
poer and T I-DISPED are given in Section 3.2. (A complete
listing of all the methods can be found in [3].]

Experimental design. The basic design of the experi-
ment was to have ten versions of each task on each

system done by four different users. giving 40 observed
instances per task-system. No user was observed on more

than one system to avoid transfer effects. Four tasks were

observed for each of the text-editing systems, five tasks
for each of the graphics systems, and one task for the
executive subsystems.

Subjects. There were in all 28 ditferent users (some

technical, some secretarial): 12 for the editing systems,
I2 for the graphics systems. and 4 for the executive

subsystems. All were experts in that they had used the
systems for months in their regular work and had used
them recently.

Experimental procedure. Each user was first given

five one—minute typing tests to determine his keystroke
time, Log. In addition, users of MARKUP (the only system
requiring manual drawing) were given a series of draw-

ing tasks to determine the parameters of their drawing
rate (as discussed in Section 3.1).

After the preliminary tests, the user was given a small
number of practice problems of the sort to be tested and
was told the method to use (see above). In most cases.

the methods presented were those users claimed they
would have used anyway; in other cases. the method was

easily adopted. Users practiced tasks until they were
judged to be at ease with using the correct method; this

was usually accomplished in three or four practice trials
on each task type.

After practicing, the user proceeded to the main part
of the experiment. The user was given a notebook con-
taining several rnanuscript pages with the tasks to be
done marked in red ink. Text—editing and graphics tasks

appeared in randomized order. Executive subsystem
tasks were always in the order T1 1. T12, T13, T14. All
ten instances of task T10 were done in succession.

Each experimental session. lasting approximately 40
minutes. was videotaped and the user's keystrokes re~
corded automatically. Time stamps on the videotaped
record and on each keystroke allowed protocols to be
constructed in which the time of each event was known

to within .033 sec. These protocols are the basic data
from which the results below are derived.

4.2 Results of the Experiment

E_at_:l_1 task instance in the protocols was divided into
a°‘l‘-“31tl0I1 time and execution time (see Section 2.1)

according to the following definitions. Acquisition time
began when the user first looked over to the manuscript
to get instructions for the next task and ended when the

user started to perform the first operator of the method.
Execution time began at that point and ended when the

-102

Fig. 3, Systems measured in the experiment.

System Description

Text Editors

POET‘

305"
DISPED”

Graphics Systems
MJIRKUP‘

Lineorienled with relative Ilne numbers.

Line-oriented with "sticky" |tne—nur'nhers.

Display-oriented; lullvoagez usas mouse for pointing

Uses mouse to draw and erase lines on -El bitmap
deploy. commands selected from a hidden menu.
which must he re-displayed each Ilrne.

Llnes defined by painting with mouse to end points:
commands selected with mouse trons a menu.

I-i|'|95 dfiiiflfiti bl" PD||'I|ing with mouse to end points;
boxes defined by pointing to opposite verlices:
commands selected by combinations of mouse
buttons.

Executive Subsystems
LOGIN“

FTP’ Program tor trarlslerring tiles between computers.
CHAT‘

TENElt command for logging in.

Program to: establishing a "taletype" connection
between two computers.

DIR‘ TENEX command for printing at tile directory: has asubcommand mode.

I:tELvEl=l'-' TENEX command for deleting old versions of a file.

' POET is a dialect of the OED editor [7].
“see [16].
"See U}. ch. I7].
‘‘ See [11].
' Experimental systems local to Xerox PARC, designed and implerttenled

by many individuals, including: Roger Bates. Patrick Baudelaire. David Boggs.
Butler Lampson, Charles Sirnonyi. Robert Sproull. Edward Taft. and ChuckThacher.

Fig. 4. Tasks for the experiment.

Editing Tasks (used for POET. SOS. DISPEDJ

T1 . Replace one firlettar word with another {one line lmm previous task].
T2. Add a Slh character toa 4-letter were (one line lrorn previous task].
T3. Delete a line. all on one line (gig ht lines from previous task].
T4. Move a ED-charzlctarsenlenco. spread over two lines, In the end at its

paragraph (eight lines lrorn previous task}.

Graphics facile (used tor MARKUP. DRAW. Sit}

T5. Add a box to a diagram.
T6. Add a 5-character label to a bolt.
1'7. Reconnect a 2—atroke line to adlllerent box.

1'3. Deletes box, bull-veep an overlapped line.
‘rs. Copy a box.

Executive Tasks

T1 0. Phone computer and log in (4 char name. fichar password}.
T1 1. Transfer a tile to another computer. renaming it.
V12. Connect to another computer.
1'1 3. Display a. subset oi the lite directory with llle lonulhs.
T1 -I. Delete old versions of a Illa.
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user looked over to the noteboolt for the next task. (On

the prtalnuiil the first rncasorcd time at the beginning of
an crtccuttttn is always the end of the first K of the

mt-tlmtl Titus. operationally. the beginning ofcxccution

time w.t..~i cwttritatcd by sttbtracting from this llflil K time

the tipcrzttnr [titles for this tirst K plus all the operators
that preceded It.)

Tltosc tasks on which there were significant errors
it e.. other than typing errors) or in which the user did

not use the prescribed method were excluded from fur»

thcr consttleration. After this exclusion. 855 (69 percent)
til‘ the task instances remained as observations to be

rnatched against the predictions. No analysis was made
of the excluded tasks.

The resulting observed times for task acquisition and

eitcculion were stable over repetition. There was no

statistical evidence for task times decreasing {learning}
or increasing {fatigue} with repetition.

4.2.1 Calculation of execution time. Execution time

was calculated using the method analysis for each task-

system combination together with estimates of the times

required for each operator. All times. except for the
mental preparation time. were taken from sources out-

side of the experiment. Pointing time, rr. and homing

time. tn. were taken from Figure 1. Typing time. tit. and

drawing time. loin i... la}, were estimated from the typing

and drawing tests by averaging the times of the four

users involved in each task-system. System response

time. Tit. for each tasl-:—system was estimated from in-

dependent measurements ol the response times for the
various commands required in each method. For task

T10. logging in to a computer. a telephone button-press

was assumed to take time rp.-. Moving the telephone

receiver to the computer terminal modem was estimated

to take .7 sec. using the MTM system of times for

industrial operations [10].

Mental preparation time. rm. was estimated from the

experimental data itself. First, the total mental time for

each method was estimated by removing the predicted

time for all physical operations from the observed exe~

cutiort time. Then tip: was estimated by a least-squares fit
of the estimated mental times as a function of the pre-

dicted number of M operations. The result was to = L35
sec (R9 = .34. standard error of estimate = .11 sec;

standard error about the regression line = 2.48 see). A

rough estimate of the SD of in is l.l sec. which indicates
that the M operator has the characteristic variability of

mental operators [4].
Execution times for each laslc-system combination

were calculated by formula (I) in Section 3. The calcu-
lations of the execution times are summarized in Figure

5, which also giver: the observed execution times from

the experiment for comparison.

4.2.2 Errecutlnu time. The predicted executiott times

are quite accurate. This can be seen in Figure 6. which
plots the predicted versus the observed data from Figure

403

5. The scales are logarithmic. since prediction error

appears to be roughly proportional to duration. The

root-mean-square (nits; error is 2] percent of the average
predicted execution time. This accuracy is about the best
that can be expected from the Keystroke-Level Model,

since the methods used by the subjects were controlled

by the experimental procedure. The 2| percent RMS error

is comparable to the 20-30 percent we have obtained in
other studies on text-editing with more elaborate models
that also predict the method {cl}.

The distribution of percentage prediction errors is
fairly evenly spread. as an analysis of Figure 6 will show.

No particular systems or tasks make excessively large
contributions. Predictions are not consistently positive or
negative for systems or tasks, except that all the executive

subsystem tasks were overpredicted. Examination of the

individual observations does not reveal any small set of

outliers or particular users that inflate the prediction
error.

Prediction accuracy is related to the duration of the

attempted prediction. The results above are for individ-

ual unit tasks. Since unit tasks are essentially indepen-
dent, prediction of‘ the time to do a sequence of tasks

will tend to be more accurate. This can be seen directly

in the present data, since each user ran all the tasks for

a given system. For example. consider predicting by the

model how long it took to do allfour editing tasks. The

average RMS error is only 5 percent- The corresponding
nits error for the graphics editors over the live tasks is

only 6 percent-

Ideally. all of the parameters of the model should be

determined independently of the experimental situation.

This was achieved for all the physical operation
but not for the mental operation time, rm. We did not

have available an appropriate independent source of
data from which to determine no. The accuracy of the

model is somewhat inflated by the determixtation of one

of its parameters from the data itself. The substantial
variability of to indicates that this inflation is probably

not too serious. which is to say that small changes in the
value of IM do not make much difference. For example.

ifa r_t_« as small as 1.2 sec or as large as 2.0 see were used

in the predictions. the RMS error for the Keystrolte—Leve1
Model would only increase from 21 to 23 percent. It
should be noted that the In estimated from this experi-

ment is now available as an independent estimate for use

by others.
The variability of the observed task times is of interest

per so. since user behavior is inherently variable. In our

data the average coeffieient of variation (CV = SD!
Mean) of the individual observations over each task is

.3 I. which is the normal variability for behavior of this

duration [4]. In comparing the predictions of the model

against any actual behavior, the prediction error will
always be confounded with some error from the process

of sampling the behavior. The sampling error for each
of our observed task times is indicated in the SE column

of Figure 5. The average standard error is 9 percent.
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Fig it Calculated and Observed E.xecuttu.n Times in the hxpcrultcnt.

Cnlcutaled“
Task- Observed

Systorn

Mh'l¢WU;-‘-'-‘HUI:L}
TIo.LoGIN
TI1-FTP
T12—0I-I-it
TI3—Dl1
TH-OELVEH

2.3
22
23

26
23
24
19
23
23

19
23
24
25
.25
27
26
25
1?
24
.19
26
.26
23
.27

25
.22
23
29
no
.31
.30
.32

Tr.u-rt.-tr

H 1- ,\'.':’ {.\:1‘l an i tron

75 it o9(:'.'t
saxoatsn
5.7103131)

8.9 1 l].7(l?‘j
9 7 1 0.23132}
4 1 :0: 0.3l3-'?l

63 : O.4(2-¢'.l
4 L1 1: 0.3637)
3.5 1: 5.2!-35}

3.’1i-13120)
.'E?j:l.8(1Eu}
14.311 I{.'33}

10.5 1 1 1:27;-
l2 5 :1D[?2}

-1.3 54 1 0 7:32)
5 D 5.2 ::£J.4{3-ll
cs 5.9 :kO.4{3-4}
3.3 15 10.3419)

I5.: 1s.o:2.1(29i
H10 3&2 1l.9l 9}
9| t23t2.!l?3)

123 9.31:0-'-H22)
5.7 5.3 :1: D.3(25l
5.2 4.! 1: Cl.2[3u3J

SL5 t5.-1 ‘I10 1: 2.5{26,'I
-- T5 10.5 :: l.D(25J
—- -£8 5.0 1 l.Dl28]

15.9 27.4’ 25.1 1: II! 7:29) rats
10.: 23.1 no.7 2 07:29} 24%
3.3 13.1 11.5 1 D.6(38l 12%
115 92 as 3: 0.3432) 28%
0.4 9.4 7.5 1 D.-‘l(3.3} 201.

‘ThcoalmlaumsamdoneamordingtnformulatllunngtheopemtortimesmFtgurc |.c.r.-wpt{DI Ix.

‘ 1. ts the average Ltm: from the typing l.£:sL5 for the subjects on a gtven system Each subject’:
um: 5 wtighted by tht correct number of instances for that salhjeufl on a given task. {see Section4.1 I).

‘SE uthcsraudartiermrofcstimztuonottm-populatmn moan forsxmplcaofsizc N.
'T'h¢ prcdictaon £1110! Ltgitu-an as: pttuzitage oflhc calculated tame. T,_,..,....
‘ The calculated times for those latltb ax: dificmnt from the calculated tuna in thc ettnrnplcr. inSection 32. barausediflcnnt (gate marl.

‘The uctutc tune for thas taslt also includes .7 sec for thc operation of moving the telephonerectum (so: Sc:-non $1 I t

That the prediction error of the Keystroke-Level Model
is over two times larger than this indicates that most of

the prediction error is due to the inaccuracy of the model
and not just unrcliabie observations.

4.2.3 Acquisition time. Turning from the execution
part of the task to the acqttisilion part. the data shows
that it 1001: users 2 sec. on the average. to acquire a task
from the manuscript. This number may be refined by
bmaking the tasks into three types: la) those tasks that
the user already had in memory (the executive subsystem
tasks that were done each time in the some order}; (b)
those tasks for which the user had to look at the manu-

script each time (all the graphim tasks. the POE!’ and 2:05
tasks. and task T11); and (c) those tasks for which the
404

user had to look at the manuscript, then scan text on the
cur to locate the task. The times for these three types of
acquisition are given in Figure 7. Users took only .5 sec
when the task was in memory, 1.8 sec to get the task
from the tnanuscript. and 4.0 sec to get the task from the
manuscript and scan the car. These times are similar to

results obtained in previous experiments [4]. It is inter-
esting to note that. although display editors are generally
faster to use. they impotte a 2 sec penalty by requiring
the user to visually scan the text on the display.

We can us: the acquisition times in Figurc 7, along
with the predicted execution times in Figure 5. to predict
the total task timett. The was error ofthese predictions is
21 pcroettt. which is just as accurate as predicting the
execution timcs alone.
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I lg ti l'rt3t.llL‘it’-tl vs. lll"J.‘~'.(:'rVt:-tl cttecutlttn times III the experiment
50

40

30

Pd Cl

_. Ln

_n C‘!

Text editors
I POET
I 503
A DISWED

Graphics editor:
0 MARKUP
U DRAW
A 311.

Executive sub_5!sterI15
0 All subsystems

Observedexecutiontime{sec}
3456310 3520 304050

Predicted execution time [sec]

5. Sample Applications of the Keystroke-Level Model

The experiment has provided evidence for the Key-

stroke-Lcvel Model in :1 wide range of usencomputer

interactions. Given the method used. the time required
for experts to perform a unit task can be predicted to

within about 20 percent by a linear function of a small

set of operators. This result is powerful in permitting

prediction without having to do any measurements of
the actual situation and in expressing the prediction as

a simple algebraic expression. Its limitation lies in re-
quiring that the method be completely specified at the

level of keystrokes and in being limited to error-free

expert behavior.

In this section we illustrate how the Keystroke-Level

Model can be used. both to exploit its power and to work

within its restrictions. The basic application——to predict

a time for a specific situation by writing down a method

and computing the value——has been sulticiently illus-
trated in the course of the experiment, where such point

predictions were made for 32 different tasks involving

[0 highly diverse systems. We now show three further
uses: (1) calculated benchmarks for systems; (3!) para-

metric analysis, where predictions are expressed as func-
tions oftask variables; and (3') sensitivity analysis, where

changes in the predictions are examined as a function of
changes in task or model parameters.

5.] Calculated Benchmarks

Given the ability to predict tasks. it is possible to

calculate the equivalent ofa benchmark for at system and

hence to compare systems. This has obvious cost advan-

tages over obtaining actual measurements. More impor-

tantly. it permits benchmarking at design time. before
the system exists in a form that permits measurement.

405

The analysis for the experimental data lets us illustrate
this easily.

Consider the three text editors, PUET, sos. and DISPED.
Let the benchmark be the four tasks Tl to T4. We can

use the Keystroke-Level Model to compute the total time
to do the benchmark for each system. The answer comes

directly from Figure 5 by summing the calculated T..m.w._.
for Tl—T4 for each editor. This gives 59.8 sec, 50.2 sec,

and 26.9 see as the predicted execution times. rcspeo

Lively, for P(ll.".'I'. sos, and DISPED. Taking the Ptjll-;'l‘ time
{the slowest} as I00, we get ratios of lD0.'84:45. Thus, 5

we might have expected. the two linc—oriented editors

are relatively close to each other and the display editor
is substantially faster. Since we have also done the

experiroent, we can compare these calculated bench-

marks with the observed benchmarks (by summing the

observed Tmwa. from Figure 5). We get 60.1 sec, 56.0

sec, and 27.6 sec. respectively. This gives experimentally

determined ratios l0O:93:4t'3. which is essentially the same

result. This agreement between the calculated and ob-

served benchmark provides confidence only in using the
calculated benchmark in place of a measured one. it

does not provide evidence for the validity of the partic-
ular benchmark {taslts T l—T4} or whether benchmarks

are generally a valid way to compare editors.

A similar analysis can be performed for the three

graphics systems, using tasks T5~T9 as the benchmark.

This yields predicted ratios of‘ l00:93:46 for MARKU1’.
naaw, and SIL, respectively, with observed ratios of 100:

97:53 MARKUP and 1:.-Raw are close enough to raise the

question of whether the predicted difference between
them is too small to be reliable. The calculated difference
between MAREU? and Dluw on the benchmark is 59.0

-54.7 = 4.3 sec or 7' percent. The model has an ms

prediction error of 2] percent for a single unit task. Since
this benchmark is essentially an independent sum of live

unit tasks. the mus error should theoretically be 21

percent/sQR't'(5) = 9 percent. Thus. the predictions for
the two systems are within the RMS error of the model,

and so the predicted difference between them can hardly

Fig. 7. Observed acquisition times in the experiment.

Acquisition Time
M : SE’ (N)

Inc) ten-:1

‘rash Type Task numbers

T'I—Tt4 as 1: 2.9 cm)All tasks

Repeated task. recalled T10, T12. T13. T14 0.5 1: 0.3 (13!)
item memory

T1.-T4 (Post. 505).
T5-T9. T11

Task acquired by looking 1.8 1 1.9 tent}
at manuscript

Task acquired by looking at ‘!\--T4 (DtsPE.Dj 4.0 1 1.9 {I343
rnttnuscnpt. then scanning
tor task on display

‘ SE is the standard error of estimation of the populauan mean for samples
of air: N.
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be reliable. The fact that the model correctly predicted

that DRAW was slightly faster than hifsflklji’ was lucky-
there is no reason to expect the l<.e_vstroke—LeveI Model
to make such close cells.

5.2 Parametric Analysis

We illustrate the notions of parametric analysis and

sensitivity analysis with a new example. Consider the

following, task: A user is typing text into an editor and

detects it misspelled word it words back from the word

he is currently typing. How long will it take to correct

the misspelled word and resume typing‘?

In DISPED there are two methods for making the

correction. which we wish to compare. Since the methods

may behave quite differently depending on how far back

the misspelled word ts. we need to determine how long
each method takes as a function of rt. The first method

makes use of the Backward command (called by hitting

the CTR], key and then W]. wh.ich erases the last typed in
word:

Method W [Bac‘kIIot'dl'.
Set up Eacltword command
Execute Backward at times

Type new word 5 5K[irordI
Retype destroyed test: 5 Sin - ltli

T,,,.W = t I + fl/C'}I,u + (I + 6.Sn)r,t-
= 1-6 + 2.l6rt sec.

Mt([f_‘|“R.L]
nit l ."riMtt|W]t

(2:

The execution time is a function not only of», but

also of another parameter. c. When a user has to repeat
a single-keystroke command several times, such as the
Backword command in the above method. he will tend

to break the sequence into small bursts or chunks, sepa-

rated by pauses. which are represented as M operations.
according to Rule 2 in Figure 2. Thus, we postulate it
chunk size. c. which is the average number of Backward

commands in a burst. This is used in the second step in

the above method. where we count If c M operations for
each call of the Backward command. An exact value for

c is unknown. but we use a “reasonable” value, c = 4. in
our calculations {we will return to this decision in Section

5.3}. In the calculations we also assume an average

nonsecretary typist (ix = .28 sec} and an average word

length of 55 characters (including punctuation and
spaces).

The second method is to get out of type-in mode. use

the Replace command to correct the word. and then get
back into type-in mode. so that input can be resumed:

Method R (llephce):
Terminate type-in mode
Point to target word and select it

MKfESC]
Hlniousel Plwordl
KW ELLOW]
H1keyboard] MXIRJ
-4 siqwordi
MK! ESC1
Hfmoiise] Plwordl
IILIYI-1l.LO\V]
lilkeyboardl MIC! 1]

Tuna» =3 4l’M + I051‘): -l- 4!}: 4- 2:.»
=- l2.l see.

(‘all Replace no-mrnaml
Type new word
Terminate Replace command
Point to last input word and select it

Reamer type-in mode

The predicted time for each nielhod .i.-: a littictmn of

it is plotted as the solid lines in Figure h‘(a}. As the ligttrc
shows. it is faster to use the Backword rnetliod up until

it certain crostw\'er point. rum. after which 11 hecunics
faster to use the Replace method. Uitcicr the tthnvc

assumptions. the crosstivet fmttt the Btickwnrtl method
to the Replace method is found to he at -1.‘? words.

Suppose :1 designer wants to add 21 feaiture to [)l.*if'l-I}

to improve pcrforntance on this task. We wish to deter-

mine. hcjfnrc implementation. whether the prupmsed fea-

ture is likely to be much ofan triiprovcttient.

The designer proposes two new cotnrnitnds. The fir.-at

is a Backsktp cornmand l't‘itt1 S}. which moves the

insertion point back one word without erasing any teirt.
The second is a Rcsurne command (t"lRl it). which

moves the insertion point back to the end of the current

t_vpc—in (where Bacltsltip was first culled]. These com-
mands allow:

Method 5 fflackskiplt
Set up Bacltslup mmtnartd
Execute Batcksltip rt — I limes
‘all Backward commimtl

Type new word =t.5K|word]
(‘all Resume command M2K|('TRL R]

T.,,.-..,.. = (3 -5- in - I}/c)l‘.ir + [rt + 7.5)rg (31
= 5.3 + -t'J2ri sec.

The predicted time for the Bacltsltip method is plotted
as the dashed line in Figure 8(3). With the addition of

this method there are two additional crossover points.
nu-3 and H33, between it and the other two methods. As

Ml([CTR L]
In — Illll/t'lMK]Sfl
MKIW]

can be seen. the Backsltip method is faster than both of
the other methods between riws and itg_-,-. i.c.. from 2.7 to

I02 words. Thus. a brief analysis provides evidence that

the proposed new feature probably will be useful. in the

sense that it will be the fastest method over a region of
the task space.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis

How sensitive to variations in the parameters of the

methods are the aforementioned calculations? The ques-
tion of interest is whether, over such variations. there is

still a region in the task space in which the Bacltskip
method is the fastest. An important parameter is the
user‘s typing speed. Ix. How much does the crossover

between the Baekword method and the Bacltsltip method
change as a function of typing speed‘? Setting eq. (2)
equal to (3) and solving for it as a function of Ix gives :1
= 1.2 + .43/Ix. The crossover increases with fastertypists
{decreasing hr). giving up to rt = 6.6 words for the fastest

iypist (fir == .03 see). That is to say. faster iypists should
prefer the old Bacltword method (which involves more

typing) for larger it before switching to the new Backskip
method (which involves less typing. but more mental
overhead).

We can plot the crossover boundary between the two
methods in the space of the two parameters: H‘ (charac-

terizing different tasks) and tr; (characterizing different
intent). The two boundaries of the new Bacltsltip method
are plotted in Figure 3(1)). These boundaries define the
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i"}'- MW! ["1\C|.'Ull{JII lime for three methods. an at l'ttr1c[:tm tufn-_

ling Htht Phase diagram for the fastest method.

L2

rt lwordsl

Fig. Etc). Phase diagram adjusted for different chunk sizes.

regions in the parameter space where each method is

fastest. The circles mark the crossover points correspond-
ing to the ones in Figure 8(a) (i.c.. at tg =18 see). This

diagram clearly shows the shitt of crossovers for fast

lypists. It also shows that, for any speed oi‘ typist. there
are some tasks for which the Backsltip method is the
fastest.

We are not sure ofthe exact chunk size. c, and so we
must check whether our conclusions about the usefulness

of the Back.-skip method are sensitive to the choice of a
value For c. To do this, we rederive the crossover between

the Backword and Backskip methods by setting eq. (2)
equal to (3) and solving for It as a function of both is and

11:: this gives n = 1.2 + .49/tx - .24/ctg. Although we do

not know an exact value for c. we can be reasonably
confident that it will be between 2 and 6. With Ix = .28

sec, for example, the crossover varies between 2.5 and
2.3 words as c varies between 2 and 6; so the value of as

does not seem to have a great effect at this point.
The best way to see the overall affect of the value of

c is to replot Figure 8{b) using the reasonable extreme
values of c. The two crossover boundaries for the Back-

skip method are plotted in Figure 8(c) as “fat” lines

defined by setting c to 2 and 6 in the crossover equations.
This diagram clearly shows that the value of r; affects

one boundary more than the other. The boundary be-

tween the Backward and Bacltsltip methods is not af-
fected much by 6. because the chunk size is involved in

both methods in exactly the same way. But the boundary

between the Backskip and Replace methods is greatly
affected by the value of c, since c is not involved in the

Replace method at all. Small chunk sizes. especially,
penalize the Backskip method. Overall. however, varying

c does not squeeze out the region for the Bacltskip
method; and our basic conclusiou—that the new method
is a useful additiort——still holds.

There are other aspects of the above methods for
which we could do a sensitivity analysis. (For example.

if the last two M operations of the Backslrip method

were eliminated according to Rule 1, how much would
the value of the Backskip method increase'."} However.

the sensitivity analyses above illustrate how the Key-

stroke-Lcvel Model can be used to evaluate design

choices—even when many aspects ofthe calculation are

uncerta.in— for the principal conclusions are often insen-
sitive to many of the uncertainties.

6. Simplifications of the Keystroke-Level Model

The question naturally arises as to whether further

simplifications of the Keystroke-Level Model might do

reasonably well at predicting execution time. One could
(a) count only the number of keystrokes, (b) count just

the physical operators and prorate the time for mental
activity. or (C) use a single constant time forall operators.
We show below that such simplifications substantially

degrade accuracy. However. they provide useful approx-
imations where the lowered accuracy can be tolerated.
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6.1 Keystrokes Only

With this simplification. executi-on time is propor-
Ltortal to the number of keystrokes:

Tn..—t..-. = Ella '5' TR-

We separate out the system restpottse lttncs. 11:. so its not

to cortfourttl the contparison. The CL‘m:&lilI1l of propor-

llOt'Iil.lll}’. it‘. should be distinguished from 15. the typing

apeed. which it‘: determined from standard typing tests.
Estimating the value of x from a least-squares fit of the

values of my and the observed T..,...,.;.. in Figure 5 gives

it = .49 5-or/lreystroke. The correlation between the times

predicted by this model and the observed times is .87.
and the rtttts error is 49 percent. The statistics for corn-

parirtg all models are presented in Figure 9. As can be

seen. using keystrokes only is substantial}; less accurate

than the full Keystroke-Level Model. This simplification

is inappropriate for tasks that are not dominated by
keystrolrjng. For -example, it only p1'odic1.3 about at third
of the observed time for the ant.-ttttrt-rr tasks. which are

dominated by pointing and drawing operations.

The above estimate of K is held down by one outlying

point in the data, T4-PDFl' (air = 92}. Estimafing K with

this one point removed gives in = -60se=c. a value close to
another estimate obtained in an earlier benchmark study‘

['l: 5. ch. 3}. T4-Poet is the only task that requires any

input-typing of text. One obvious refinement of the

keystrokes-only model would be to distinguish two kinds

of keystrokes: mass input-typing tat tr sec/lteystmke)
versus command-language keying (at x socfkeystroke).

For this purpose, 3 it of .60 set: is the more reasonable
value.

The model of Etnblcy et al- [9] is formally similar to

our keystrokesonly version. However. their model is

conceptually different from cunt The Keystroke-1.eveI
Model is based on the notion of a unit task structure:

Embley et :11. use conrtmmds instead. Our model is

restricted to skilled expen behavior. whereas they at-

tempt to model all kinds ofusers (essentially, by varying

their versions of the parameters Tgggqyhg and at}. Unfor-

tunately. they did not compare their model against any

mpirical performance data. so we cannot compare our

results to theirs. The keystrokes-only model can. perhaps.
be taken as an indicator of the accuracy of their model

For expert behavior.

6.2 Prorated Mental Time

According to this stmpiifimttott, execution time is the

time required for the physical operations multiplied by
a factor to account for the mental time:

T¢_,,.;.g, = p.(T;; + Ty + T; ‘F 1' T3.

The idea is that the physical operations will require a

certain average overhead of mental activity. Thus, in-

stead of trying to predict exactly how many mental

sperations there are. we can do fairly well by just using

a multiplicative mental overhead constant, ta.

Using a le.a.rt—squares analysts to determine _u from

the sum of the calculated times for the physical opera-

I-tg *3 ('-.1ntpqtri.mr! of lht: keystroke model Wllll 's'lI1'|[\lt.‘I‘ \l|l‘1Jllll1ll\

M-Baal variation Parameters Correlation Ell‘ RMS Frrm”

Amrttromrs Only 12 r Q3 as‘ wyatrusm" ll? -ttl"l.
Proratad Man1.'.tt Turns it n I I57 El 43:"-It
rjgc-tsmnt Opornlor‘ Time l . -03 M74. atwaitu“ 9? MW.

P\'t?‘r'.straM:t Moder

‘ The .t.\\I'!'¢l.Illl"!1.’v are hctueelt the t‘!\<."t'L|lIItIl mates. prctlmtttl ht. cm.'h III the
models atttl lb!’ observed execution IlI11I?‘ rrum l" rgttrc \'

l The EMS error 15 given as .1 rveretntmge of Ilse ohm:-n-ed Mt-uttmn ttmc.3 I ll 56!.‘

' More us-cful puntmctct \.Ill.l('.\ our o. --
ts I Mk] h 1!

(Sumo F-gar! ll 95 3'21:

till-I-rt utul - - -«Wm: t-um Eirtltttrtx

Items and the observed values of T......... in Figure 5 gives

ts = L67: i.e.. there is a 67 percent overhead for mental

activity. The conelation between predicted and observed

times is .81. and the RMS error is 45 percent.

This simplification is also less accurate than the

Keystroke-Level Model. as can be seen in Figure 9. This

suggests that the extra detail in the Keystrolteievel

Model, ‘involving the plat-entents of the mental prepar-

edness operator. M. is effective. It is this operator that

qualifies the Keystroke-Level Model as a genuine psy-
chological model and not simply as an analysis of the

physical operations.

There is an interesting relation between these two

sirrtpler models and the rules for placing occurrences of

M in the Keystroke-Level Model (Figure 2). The initial

placement of M's. by Rule 0, with t:ertain ifs and F5 is
essentially an assumption that mental time is propor-

tional to a subset of the physical operators. If Rule 0 had

specified all physical operators. Rule 0 by Itself would

have been -equivalent to prorating mental time. H" the

other physical operators (P. H. and D) had been ignored,

this would have been equivalent to counting keystrokes

only. Therefore. the deletion of the [W5 according to

Rules I to 4 constitutes the ways in which the Keystroke-

Level Model departs from these simpler models. The
evidence for the superiority of the Keystroke-Level

Model presented in Figure 9 is also evidence that Rules

1 to 4 had a s.ignil'tt:ant effect. In fact, each of the rules
individually makes a significant contribution. in the

sense that its removal leads to a decrease in the accuracy

of the Keystroke-Level Model.

63 Cotmtanl Operator Time

According to this simplification. execution time is

proportional to the number of Keystroke-Level opera-
tions:

ream}; = r(rt.u 4' fix 4- H.v+ nu 4’ Ho) '9' TR.

The idea here is the statistical observation [ I8] that the

accuracy of linear models is not sensitive to the differ-

ential wetghtirtg, of the factors-—eq'ual weighting does
nearly as well as any other weighting. Thus, we disregard

the different operator times and use a single time. 1*. for
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all operators. Note that the constant-opcrtitor-time

model is formally similar to the ltcystrokcs—only model;

the latter can he viewed as using fly as a crude estimate

ol the total mun her of operators,

Estimating 7 by a least-squares fit of the data in

Figtire 5 gives 7 == .43 sec/operator. The correlation

between predicted and observed times is .92. and the RMS
error is 34 percent. {For the reason discussed in Section
(it. it is useful to estimate 1- with the T4-POI-‘ft’ task

removed. getting 7 2 .49 sec/operator.)

The constant-time model is quite a bit more accurate

than the keystrokes-only model. which tells us that taking

into account operators other than K is useful. In fact.
most of the action in the constant-time model (over the

set of data in Figure 5, at least) comes from counting

only the K. P. and M operators. In any particular task.

of course. any ofthe operators can be dominant. On the
other hand. the constant-time model is still less accurate

than the Keystroke-Level Model. showing that taking
into account accurate estimates of each operator's time

yields another increment of accuracy.
In summary. all of the simplifications presented in

this section are less accurate than the Keystroke-Level

Model. However, these simplified models are probably

good enough for many practical applications, especially
for "back-of-the—envetope” calculations, where it is

too much trouble to won'y about the subtleties of'count-

ing the M's that the full Keystroke-Level Model

requires.

7. Conclusion

We have presented the Keystrolte-Level Model for

predicting the time it will take a user to perform a task
using ti system. We view this model as a system design

tool. We have shaped it with two main concerns in mind.

First. the tool must be quick and easy to use. if it is to be

useful during the design of interactive systems. The exist-

ing strengths of psychology and human factors methods

are primarily in the design and analysis of experiments;

but experiments are too slow and cumbersome to be
incorporated into practice. Ease of use implies that the

tool be unalytical—that it permit calculation in the style
familiar to all engineers. Second. the tool must be useful

to practicing computer system designers. who are not
psychologists. This implies that the entire tool must be
packaged to avoid requiring specialized psychological
knowledge. We think that the Keystroke-Level Model

satisfies these concerns. along with the primary consid-

eration of being accurate enough to make design deci-
sions. We believe that the Keystroke-Level Model be-

longs in the system designer’s tool—kit.

lt is possible to Formulate more complicated and
refined models than the Keystroke-Level Model by in-

creasing its accuracy or by relaxing some of its serious
restrictions (e.g.. models that predict methods or that

no

predict errors}. One of the great virtues of the Keystroke-

Level Model. from our own perspective as scientists

trying to understand how humans interact with computer
systems. is that it puts a lower bound on the effectiveness

ufnew proposals. Any new proposal must do better than

the Keystroke-Level Model (improve on its accuracy or
lessen its restrictions} to merit serious consideration.

The Keystroke-Level Model has several restrictions:

The user must be an expert; the task must be a routine

unit task: the method must be specified in detail; and the
performance must be error—free. These restrictions are

important and must be carefully considered when using
the model. Yet, we believe that the Keystroke-Level

Model model represents an appropriate idealization of
this aspect of performance and that it is a flexible tool

allowing the system designer to deal systematically with

this aspect of behavior.

The Keystroke—Level Model predicts only one aspect
of the total l1SEl‘~COl'I'l.pLll€l' interaction. namely. the time

to perform at task. As we discussed at the beginning of

this paper, there are many other important aspects of

performance, there are nonexpcrt users, and there are

nonroutine tasks. All of these must be considered by the

system designer. Designing for expert. error-free per-
formance time on routine tasks will not satisfy these

other aspects. We would like to see appropriate models

developed for these other aspects. However, even with a
collection of such models, the designer still must make
the inevitable trade-offs. Scientific models do not elimi-

nate the design problem. but only help the designer

control the different aspects.
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ABSTRACT 
The development of user interface systems has languished 
with the stability of desktop computing. Future systems, 
however, that are off-the-desktop, nomadic or physical in 
nature will involve new devices and new software systems 
for creating interactive applications. Simple usability 
testing is not adequate for evaluating complex systems. The 
problems with evaluating systems work are explored and a 
set of criteria for evaluating new UI systems work is 
presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the early days of graphical user interfaces, the creation of 
new architectures for interactive systems was a lively and 
healthy area of research. This has declined in recent years. 
There are three reasons for this decline in new systems 
ideas. The first is that, unlike those early days, there are 
essentially three stable platforms (Windows, Mac, Linux) 
upon which virtually all software is built and those 
platforms have dictated the user interface architecture. This 
is in contrast to the state of UI research 15 years ago when 
there were many competing toolkits and platforms. The 
second is that the stability of these platforms has lead to a 
new generation of researchers who lack skills in toolkit or 
windowing system architecture and design. The third reason 
is the lack of appropriate criteria for evaluating systems 
architectures. This paper addresses the last question of 
“How should we evaluate new user interface systems so 
that true progress is being made?” 

WHY UI SYSTEMS RESEARCH? 
Before addressing the evaluation question we must first 
consider the value of user interface systems research. The 
systems we have are stable. Applications are being written. 
Work is progressing. The users are happy (sort of). Why 
then does the world need yet another windowing system?  

Forces for change 
A very important reason for new UI systems architectures is 
that many of the hardware and operating system 
assumptions that drove the designs of early systems no 
longer hold. Saving a byte of memory, the time criticality of 
dispatching an input event to the right window or lack of 
CPU power for geometric and image transformations are no 
longer an issue. Yet those assumptions are built into the 
functionality of existing systems. The constraints of screen 
size are rapidly falling and we are finding that interaction in 
a 10M pixel space is very different from interaction in a 
250K pixel space. 

Our assumptions about users and their expertise have 
radically changed. Most of our windowing systems are 
designed to deal with a populace who had never used a 
graphical user interface. That assumption is no longer valid. 
The rising generation is completely comfortable with 
computing technology in a variety of forms and is 
increasingly comfortable with change.  

Our existing system models are barriers to the inclusion of 
many of the interactive techniques that have been 
developed. Research as shown that manipulating the mouse 
gain can improve selection in various spaces [1] yet this 
does not fit smoothly into any UI system model. Cameras 
and touch tables produce inputs that are the size of a hand 
or finger rather than a point, yet we force such techniques 
into the standard mouse point model because that is all that 
our systems support. Multiple input points and multiple 
users are all discarded when compressing everything into 
the mouse/keyboard input model. Lots of good research 
into input techniques will never be deployed until better 
systems models are created to unify these techniques for 
application developers. 

The advent of new interactive platforms also drives a need 
for new systems architectures. The WWW forms a huge 
base of interactive use, yet its interaction model is primitive 
and the toolkits built around it are difficult. People are 
increasingly moving their digital lives to PDAs, cell phones 
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and other portable platforms. Many people live and work 
across many platforms and interact with many people, yet 
our UI systems architectures support none of this. 

In the early days of the Mac and Windows, an industry 
leader said “Almost none of our customers own a mouse or 
a graphics card. The installed market is too large and too 
entrenched to change.” Barely 5 years later that company 
had fallen from market dominance to near irrelevance 
because the market had moved to screen/keyboard/mouse. 
We now stand at a similar position. Systems based on one 
screen, one keyboard and one mouse are the new equivalent 
of command-line interfaces. We need new UI systems 
solutions. Our current systems architectures are beginning 
to impede progress rather than empower it.  

Value added by UI systems architecture 
Before addressing the evaluation of research claims we 
should look at the value UI systems architectures bring to 
the table. 

Reduce development viscosity 
A good UI toolkit will reduce the time it takes to create a 
new solution. The faster new solutions can be created, the 
easier it is to try more solutions on users. The more 
solutions that users experience, the more effective the UI 
design process will be. 

Least resistance to good solutions 
UI programmers, like most programmers, are optimizers. 
They tend to follow the path of least resistance. Apple spent 
a lot of time and effort writing a style manual and 
evangelizing the value of a common look and feel. None of 
this effort had the impact of providing a standard widget set 
built into the system that was available for free. The toolkit 
made adoption of a common look and feel much cheaper 
and easier than custom solutions.  

A related concept is that toolkits can encapsulate and 
simplify expertise. When exploration of a space of 
possibilities finally settles on a few good solutions, these 
can be packaged into a toolkit to simplify the development 
of future systems. 

Lower skill barriers 
Bill Buxton’s Menulay [2] demonstrated that large portions 
of the UI design problem could be handled by drawing 
rather than code. Systems like HyperCard and Visual Basic 
commercialized these ideas and allowed people with a 
much different set of skills to participate in UI 
development. The right toolkit design meant that artists and 
designers rather than programmers were dictating the visual 
appearance of user interfaces. Good toolkit design can 
expand the set of people who can effectively create new 
applications.  

Power in common infrastructure 
Though the current mouse/keyboard event model is 
standing in the way of many new interactive devices and 

techniques, it has also empowered many new techniques. 
Pen-based interfaces have benefited from pretending to be a 
mouse. Though the pen has many unique advantages, by 
pretending to be a mouse it is usable for most existing 
applications. In our current event model, any device that 
can produce 2D input events is usable by any existing 
application. This has real power in supporting new 
combinations to create new solutions. What we need is an 
upgrade to this common denominator to empower more 
advanced techniques. 

The HTTP/HTML standard is a clear example of the power 
of common infrastructure. By adhering to this simple 
standard any user can acquire a browser that will give them 
access to a vast number of services. Conversely any new 
service that adheres to the standard can gain access to 
multitudes of potential customers. 

UI toolkits and system architectures define the ways in 
which interactive components are combined. The power of 
such techniques is also their curse. The importance of such 
standards makes the cost of changing them very high. 
However, if we do not search out and develop new ways to 
combine UI technologies we stunt our potential. 

Enabling scale 
Laying stable foundations makes possible larger more 
powerful solutions than ever before. The set of applications 
that can be economically built without a good toolkit is 
substantially smaller than with one.  

EVALUATION ERRORS 
Before exploring better ways to evaluate interactive 
software architectures, it is helpful to look at some ways 
that misapplied evaluation methods can damage the field. 
There are three to be discussed here: the usability trap, the 
fatal flaw fallacy and legacy code. 

The Usability trap 
When evaluating interactive systems the first concept that 
comes to mind is usability. There are several common 
measures of usability such as time to complete a standard 
task, time to reach a certain level of proficiency and 
minimize number of errors. Usability measures have driven 
a great deal of good research in the CHI community. 

Many usability experiments are built on three key 
assumptions. The first is “walk up and use.” This assumes 
that all potential users have minimal training. This is a great 
goal for home appliances and for software tools used by 
many people. This goal also works if there is a large pool of 
potential users with shared expertise, such as secretaries or 
chemists. The assumption is that anyone with the shared 
expertise should be able to walk up and use the system. The 
“walk up and use” assumption does not work well for 
problem domains that require substantial specialized 
expertise, such as user interface programming or design. 

The second is the standardized task assumption. To make 
valid comparisons between systems one must have a task 
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that is reasonably similar between the two systems and does 
not have many confounding complexities. The task of 
entering a string of text is fairly standard across any set of 
text entry techniques. There are not many ways to approach 
the task. A task of painting a picture or designing a circuit 
is not a good task for a usability experiment. There are too 
many variables in the task to make valid comparisons. 
Individual differences in creativity and skill create too 
many variations in the potential user population. A task that 
is suitable for a usability experiment must have low 
inherent variability so that any variance can be assigned to 
the differing techniques being tested not to variations in 
approach to the task or user expertise. 

The third assumption is scale of the problem. The 
economics of usability testing are such that it must be 
possible to complete any test in 1-2 hours. More extensive 
testing may allow multiple sessions over many weeks but 
any practical experiment cannot afford thousands or tens of 
thousands of experiment hours. A usability test of a toolkit 
that requires 10 programmers over 6 months would incur at 
least $300,000 in user subject compensation for just that 
one test. The cost is high and the statistical significance 
very low. 

Usability testing is attractive because it can produce a 
statistically valid, clearly explained, easily compared result. 
However, toolkit and UI architecture work rarely meets any 
of the three assumptions of usability testing.  

Usability testing of interactive tools and architectures 
Any UI toolkit that addresses substantive problems will 
require expertise in using the toolkit. By definition any new 
toolkit will have no population that possesses that expertise. 
Any comparison between a new toolkit and an existing 
toolkit will be confounded by familiarity with the existing 
toolkit and the need for expertise in using the new one. The 
only way to eliminate this confound is to find a population 
that is equally ignorant of both systems. This produces 
comparison results that are not representative of the 
intended populations of either tool.  

The standardized task assumption is also violated in 
systems architecture research. Any problem that requires a 
system architecture or a toolkit in its solution is by nature 
complex. UI applications are known to be complex with 
many possible paths to a solution. Meaningful comparisons 
between two tools for a realistically complex problem are 
confounded in so many ways as to make statistical 
comparisons more fantasy than fact.  

The task scale assumption is also violated by UI systems 
work. Building a significant application using two different 
tools, even if valid comparisons were possible, would be 
very costly. Performing many iterations on a toolkit 
solution using this evaluation technique would be out of the 
question. 

The usability trap lies in how we respond to nature of 
usability measurement for systems architectures and 

toolkits. There are those who respond with “If it can’t be 
measured it is not research.” This reduces research to the 
study of the trivially measurable. There is a slightly 
different response which is “Focus on the measurable it is 
easier to publish.” This limits our power to effect 
significant change. A much more interesting response 
would be “If not usability then how do we evaluate 
systems?” This is the topic of this paper. 

The fatal flaw fallacy 
When evaluating small interactive techniques or specific 
behaviors it is good practice to carefully examine all of the 
possible ways in which the technique or its validation might 
be in error. If such a fatal flaw is discovered then the 
reported results may not be valid and the work should be 
remanded to the authors for repair. 

This search for fatal flaws is devastating for systems 
research. It is virtually impossible for a small team of 
researchers to recreate all of the capabilities of existing 
systems or to completely examine all of the eventualities of 
new concepts. The farther such a team reaches into new 
territory the more compromises will be required and the 
more supporting ideas must be left unresolved. If a new 
systems approach is attempted, the omission of some 
important feature is guaranteed. The existence of a fatal 
flaw is a given. If the evaluation of the work is focused on 
“what does it not do” no research system will ever pass. 
Flaw analysis will frequently be a barrier to new systems 
research. 

Legacy code 
In the late 1970s many people objected to new UI 
architectures because of the vast amount of legacy code 
written with command-line or text screen interfaces. When 
the Macintosh hit the market followed by Windows 
suddenly all that legacy code became irrelevant. The 
WWW has precipitated a vast rewrite of the ways in which 
companies deal with the public. Many desktop applications 
have been rewritten for cell phones and PDAs. And yet 
people still invoke the “legacy code” standard for UI 
systems research.  

If a toolkit can run legacy applications while providing 
some new advance that is a good thing. If a new 
architecture necessitates rewriting applications, that is just 
the price of progress. The legacy code requirement is a 
barrier to progress. 

EVALUATING EFFECTIVENESS OF SYSTEMS AND 
TOOLS 
To find ways to evaluate systems and tools we must revisit 
the claims that are made. Our list of advantages presented 
for toolkits and systems provides us a framework of 
possible claims. Given a set of possible claims we can then 
outline ways to demonstrate each of them.  
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STU: Situations, Tasks and Users 
Every new piece of interactive technology addresses a 
particular set of users, performing some set of tasks, in 
some set of situations. It is critical that interactive 
innovation be clearly set in a context of situations, tasks and 
users. The STU context forms a framework for evaluating 
the quality of a system innovation.  

In systems and toolkit work there are frequently two 
different STU contexts. The users of a toolkit are 
developers. The task is to design quality interfaces that fit 
some end user STU context. For example we may develop 
tools for programmers (users) who are creating applications 
(task) for doctors (end user) accessing medical records (end 
task) while making hospital rounds (end situation). These 
tools might be designed to allow programmers (users) to do 
development while following doctors around (situation).  

Importance 
Before all other claims a system, toolkit or interactive 
technique must demonstrate importance. Tools are 
invariably associated with expertise gained over time. 
People will not discard a familiar tool and its associated 
expertise for a 1% improvement. In most cases at least a 
100% improvement is required for someone to change 
tools. Without establishing the importance of the problem 
and its proposed solution, nothing else matters. 

Importance analysis proceeds directly from the intended 
STU context. The first question is the importance of the 
user population (U). Populations can be important because 
they are large (every sentient being over the age of 10). 
User populations may be important because their 
performance is critical to the well being of others (doctors, 
emergency personnel, or teachers). User populations may 
be important because of tremendous need (disabled, 
poverty). Every population is important to itself. We must 
give some consideration to the population’s importance to 
society in general. Sports fans in the bleachers behind left 
field at Yankee stadium would not be a very important 
population no matter how fervid they may be. 

Assuming that the user population is important we must 
then evaluate how important the target tasks (T) are to that 
user population. Importance might be established by how 
frequently the task occurs. It might also be established by 
looking at the consequences of not being able to do the task. 
It is a serious problem if a doctor cannot access a patient’s 
records. 

We must look at the set of situations (S). How often do the 
target users find themselves in these situations and do they 
need to perform these tasks (T) in those situations? We 
must also look at the importance of the STU context as a 
whole. Many doctors go scuba diving. Doctors are 
important. Scuba diving is a novel situation but accessing 
patient records while scuba diving does not seem 
particularly important. 

Lastly we must consider the difference that our new 
technology will make. Changing work practice requires a 
lot of effort. Although data analysis is good, if the 
difference offered by our new technology must be carefully 
analyzed for statistical significance in order to establish an 
improvement, then it is probably not important.  

Problem not previously solved 
This is one of the more compelling claims for a tool. This 
claim says that there is a STU context that has no current 
solution. It is a powerful claim to demonstrate that T can be 
performed effectively with a new tool. Usability testing is 
irrelevant when comparing what can be done against what 
cannot. 

Such a claim is seriously weakened if there is only a single 
task T. What has been created is not a design tool but an 
application. That application may be important to the user 
population U, in which case it may be more appropriately 
published in the literature of population U. This novelty 
claim is strengthened if population U is very, very large 
(i.e. everyone who can read). The larger and more diverse 
the STU context is, the stronger the claim to the importance 
of a solution. The World Wide Web could make the claim 
that previously it was impossible for non-programmers to 
interconnect many disparate information resources. 

Generality 
The new solution claim is much stronger if there are several 
populations Ui that each have tasks Ti that do not have 
effective solutions with existing technology. If the new tool 
can solve all of Ti then a claim for a general tool is quite 
strong. The generality of the new solution claim is 
strengthened as the populations Ui are increasingly diverse 
from each other.  

The problem with this claim is that proving solutions for all 
Ti is not possible. In fact the more general the tool the less 
likely one can demonstrate all of the possible solutions for 
which the tool is useful. The best proof of a generality 
claim is the diversity of the STU contexts for which a 
solution is demonstrated. If one has used the tool to solve 
three diverse problems then one can argue that the tool 
solves most of the problems lying in the space between the 
demonstrated solutions. The greater the diversity and the 
larger the number of demonstrated solutions, the stronger 
the generality claim. 

Reduce solution viscosity 
One of the important attributes of good tools is that they 
foster good design by reducing the effort required to iterate 
on many possible solutions. The more cumbersome the tool, 
the greater the viscosity in the design process with fewer 
and less diverse alternatives being explored. There are at 
least three ways in which a tool can reduce solution 
viscosity: flexibility, expressive leverage and expressive 
match. 
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Flexibility 
A UI tool is flexible if it is possible to make rapid design 
changes that can then be evaluated by users. This has been 
the claim of interpreted programming languages. By 
eliminating the compile step, it is faster to try many 
different solutions. By evaluating code created at run-time 
more flexible solutions are possible. Visual UI design tools 
exhibit flexibility when one can rapidly make changes to 
the appearance of the user interface. 

The flexibility claim is relatively easy to support. Define 
some interesting and diverse set of possible design changes 
and show that such changes take significantly less effort in 
the new tool relative to the competition.  

Expressive Leverage 
Expressive leverage is where a designer can accomplish 
more by expressing less. The dominant cost of any design 
processes is the making, expression and evaluation of 
choices. Expressive leverage is achieved when a tool 
reduces the total number of choices that a designer must 
make to express a desired solution. There are several ways 
this might be done. 

Eliminating repetitive choices is an easy technique for 
achieving leverage. The simplest mechanism is reuse. The 
claim is that a large class of STU contexts include the 
expression of choice Y, yet Y is the same across all of these 
solutions. A tool that encapsulates Y so that the choice is 
made only once is more expressive. One must show that 
every solution in the class of solutions includes Y and that 
every instance of Y is similar or show that the differences 
are easily parameterized. The size/importance of the STU 
contexts in which choice Y must be made is key to this 
claim. 

There are pitfalls to the “generalize and reuse” strategy for 
expressive leverage. In many cases the manipulation of the 
parameters is more complex than redoing a custom instance 
of Y. This comes when there is more variation in Y than 
was originally anticipated. This also comes when one 
generalizes too far.  

A good example of over-generalization is the Table widget. 
At first glance it has rows, columns and cells. Columns 
have headers and cells contain text. It is relatively easy to 
write such a widget and its interface to the data for the 
model is quite straightforward. The temptation, however, is 
to add fonts, colors, special layout rules, arbitrary data types 
for the cells, icons for the columns and specialized cell 
editors with four or five different ways of embedding those 
editors into the cells/table layout. Suddenly the correct 
specification of the parameters to the Table widget is more 
complex and less predictable than implementing it from 
scratch. A generalize and reuse strategy must demonstrate 
that there has been a clear reduction in the number of 
choices that a designer must make and that the implications 
of those choices are clear to the designer. 

A second means for reducing the required number of design 
choices comes from observing that many choices are not 
independent but are almost always implied by other 
choices. Having made choices A, B and C, then design 
choices U, V and W are determined. We get our expressive 
leverage by automatically computing U, V and W from A, 
B and C rather than requiring the designer to express them. 
An example would be the automatic calculation of 
complimentary colors once a background color is selected. 
A variation is that default values U, V and W are computed 
and then only manually changed when necessary. In the 
common cases the complexities of U, V and W are gone. 

A third means for achieving expressive leverage comes 
from the progress of technology. For example the GIGO 
event handling system [3] was widely acclaimed in its time 
because of its small memory footprint and that event 
dispatch that could be accomplished in less than 10 
machine instructions. For years various event dispatch 
mechanisms were proposed to optimize the interactive loop. 
This need for optimal event dispatch imposed various 
design choices on programmers to achieve the desired 
speed. When 500 KHz processors became 3GHz processors 
these design choices became irrelevant. Eliminating such 
choices and simplifying what a designer must do becomes 
possible as more memory, processor and communications 
power becomes available. 

Claims of increased expressive leverage may often be 
unjustly discounted by reviewers. Most of the leverage 
comes from some insight about the way in which systems 
have been used or developed. Once the insight is exposed, 
the implications are obvious. It is very tempting for 
reviewers to site the obvious nature of the implication and 
thus discount the value of the insight. It is incumbent on the 
reviewer to demonstrate that the insight is either trivial or 
was already known.  

Expressive Match 
Tools for creating new user interfaces can be improved by 
increasing the expressive match of the system. Expressive 
match is an estimate of how close the means for expressing 
design choices are to the problem being solved. For 
example one can express a color in hexadecimal or one can 
pop up a color picker that displays the color space in 
various ways and shows the color currently selected. Both 
are completely accurate means for expressing color, but the 
color picker is a much closer match to the design problem.  

Most interface design environments provide a tool for 
placing widgets in a form and dragging them around until 
the resulting layout is visually appealing and readily 
understood. Encoding the coordinates of each widget in 
C++ or a text file will accomplish the same goal, but the 
visual tool is a better expressive match for the task of 
creating a usable and pleasing layout. 

There are several requirements when making a claim of 
greater expressive match. One must demonstrate that the 
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new form of expression is actually a better match. If the 
problems are small enough one can compare times to create 
a design or express a set of choices. This may or may not 
fall into the usability trap described above. Frequently 
greater expressive match is tied to a claim to lower skill 
barriers.  

Another test for expressive match is a “design flaw 
challenge”. A design that is deficient in some way is 
encoded in the two different forms. Users are each given 
one of the forms of expression and asked to locate and 
remedy the flaw. Time, errors, difficulties and success rates 
can be used to compare two forms of expression. In many 
cases such challenges are trivially obvious. “Match this 
color” can be given in hex or in a color picker. For most 
people the task is virtually impossible in hex and even for 
experienced designers there is a lot of trial and error 
required. Similarly a flaw in the input handling of some 
widget can be posed. Some designers are given state 
diagrams and some are given the equivalent Java/Swing 
code. Each is challenged to find and remedy the flaw.  

Greater expressive match sometimes introduces difficulty in 
integrating multiple forms of representation and their 
associated tools. A long term challenge in the UI 
community has been the integration of various visual 
representations with program code. Despite years of 
research and dozens of alternative proposals, algorithms 
and data structures are still best represented in a general-
purpose programming language. State machines showed 
real promise as a representation for input, yet they always 
reached expressive limitations that required a transition to 
code and the transition was awkward.  Visual Basic 
addressed this problem by integrating a full interpreted 
programming language into its UI layout tool. The key 
point is that any new form of expression must be 
computationally complete or must have a clear integration 
mechanism with a programming language. When there are 
many different forms of expression, the tools must show 
how they integrate effectively with each other. In many 
cases the integration effort swamps the benefits of the new 
tool or notation. 

Empowering new design participants 
The previous set of claims focused on the speed or ease 
with which a user interface could be designed. Tools can 
also make a contribution by introducing new populations to 
the UI design process. Frequently this is done by dealing 
with expressive leverage and expressive match issues, but 
the claims are different. The “new design participants” 
claim is that there is some population U who would benefit 
by being more directly involved with the UI design process. 
It has long been claimed that empowering artists will lead 
to better visual designs. Participatory design advocates the 
involvement of end-users in the design process. 

The first part of the claim must be to describe some 
population of participants and show why they should be 
involved in the UI creation process. Secondly one must 

establish why existing tools are not acceptable for this 
population. This may include lack of appropriate training, 
different norms of expression or design goals that are not 
supported by existing tools. Lastly one must demonstrate 
that the new tools are accessible, easier or more effective 
for this desired population.  

The simplest criterion is that the existing tools simply could 
not be used by the target population at all. Demonstrating 
that artists cannot reliably encode colors in hex is an easy 
claim to make. A second claim is that the new tools are 
easier for this population. Here usability tests are possible. 
However, the representation may not scale to full-sized UI 
designs and the usability trap will be reintroduced. There is 
also an importance issue. If there is not a substantial 
improvement in ease or usability to this population or the 
population is only peripherally involved then there just may 
not be much value in the new tool. People will only change 
tools for substantial (2 times or better) improvements. The 
last claim is that the resulting UI designs are “better” when 
the new tools are used by this population. The question of 
defining “better” is problematic. 

Power in combination 
Many tools demonstrate their effectiveness by supporting 
combinations of more basic building blocks. There are two 
basic variations of this claim. The first is an inductive claim 
that an infinite set of solutions can be built from primitives 
and their combinations. The second is the N to 1 reduction. 
Both of these approaches are based on clearly defining 
mechanisms for combining pieces of design to create a 
more powerful whole. 

Inductive Combination 
This is the basis for grammars, UI component trees and a 
variety of other innovations. The idea is that there is some 
set of primitive design components and some mechanism 
for combining them into more complex designs. Some 
simple set of string tokens can be combined using non-
terminals and production rules to create an infinite number 
of different programming languages. Simple widgets that 
each perform some interactive task can be combined using 
panes, tabs, tables and other visual constructors to create an 
infinitely diverse set of UI designs.  

Making this sort of claim requires that one show that the set 
of primitives is either relatively small or can be easily 
extended. User interface toolkits use both of these 
strategies. There is usually a small set of primitive widgets 
(less than 30) from which many interesting designs can be 
built. In addition, most toolkits provide a mechanism for 
creating new primitives that can be readily integrated into 
the set. The power comes from the means for combining 
these pieces into more complex designs. The induction to 
an infinite set of possibilities comes when any of these 
combinations can be used wherever a primitive solution can 
be used.  
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This claim introduces the question of coverage. For 
example, context-free grammars define an infinite set of 
textual languages. However, it can be readily proved that 
they cannot fully represent most programming languages. It 
can also be readily shown that combining menus, scroll-
bars, labels and text boxes into forms can produce an 
infinite number of UI designs. However, many UI designs 
(painting, drawing or animation time lines) will not fit this 
model.  Virtually any combination scheme will leave out 
some design solutions. Therefore one must show that the set 
of designs within the system are interesting and that there 
are mechanisms outside the system for addressing issues 
that are not covered. Compilers added symbol tables to 
context-free grammars to make them effective. UI toolkits 
generally provide a means for adding new primitive 
components for extensibility. 

Simplifying Interconnection 
There are many situations where components must 
communicate and integrate with each other. This 
interconnectivity is critical to the deployment of new 
technology. A system of N components that must work 
together imposes a serious burden on the N+1 component. 
If every component must implement an interconnection 
with every other component then the N+1 component must 
include N interconnections with other pieces. A good 
interconnection model will reduce the cost of a new 
component from N to 1. With a good interconnection model 
the new component must only implement the standard 
interface. It will then be integrated with all N existing 
components. 

An early example was the use of pipes in UNIX. 
Applications would read from standard-in and write to 
standard-out. Pipes could connect the standard-out of one 
program directly to the standard-in of another, allowing 
applications to be plugged together in any number of useful 
ways without new code.  

A more compelling example is the World Wide Web. When 
one creates a new web browser one automatically inherits 
the value of all of the web sites that have been created. 
When one creates a new web site one inherits the value of 
all of the browsers that have been installed. Adding a new 
browser or a new site incurs only the cost of that site and 
not the cost of creating, connecting or deploying the 
remainder of the needed infrastructure. The power is in the 
connectivity architecture that reduces cost from N (one for 
every related component) to 1.  

To make the interconnection claim, one must show 1) that 
there is an interesting diversity of choices on both sides of 
the connective architecture, 2) that they are all cleanly 
supported by the architecture, and 3) that the space of 
combinations is interesting and non-trivial. 

Ease of Combination 
The fact that architectural components can connect is 
generally not sufficient. It is important that the 

interconnection be simple and straightforward. In most UI 
toolkits a new widget must only implement the redraw() 
and resize() methods to integrate with the rest of the 
system. Additional event-handling methods will provide 
interactivity but these two are sufficient. Many of the 
interconnection complexities are hidden in inherited code. 
The WWW has a similar ease of combination. The HTTP 
protocol that connects browsers to servers is very 
straightforward and easy to learn. My personal counter 
example is SOAP which took the relatively simple HTTP 
and XML techniques and created a very complex model for 
interconnecting with web services. This model is very 
difficult to use without additional layers of code generation 
to obscure its complexity. 

Can it scale up? 
An important question that must be asked of every new UI 
system is whether it can scale up to large problems. This 
was the fundamental drawback of state machines for 
describing user interface dialogs. For simple examples like 
dragging a rubber-band line, the state machine dialog was 
clear and direct. However, for any reasonable application 
the representation acquired hundreds of states 
interconnecting in hundreds of ways that were impossible to 
visualize, present on a screen, or debug. Constraint systems 
have similar problems. They nicely model small local 
relationships yet produce serious debugging challenges 
when hundreds of constraints are all being evaluated 
simultaneously. Any new UI system must either show that 
it can scale up to the size of realistic problems or that such 
scaling is irrelevant because there is an important class of 
smaller problems that the new system addresses. To 
evaluate this criteria one must try the system on a 
reasonably large problem and show that the advantages of 
the new model still hold. 

SUMMARY 
User interface technology, like any other science, moves 
forward based on the ability to evaluate new improvements 
to ensure that progress is being made. However, simple 
metrics can produce simplistic progress that is not 
necessarily meaningful. Complex systems generally do not 
yield to simple controlled experimentation. This is mostly 
due to the fact that good systems deal in complexity and 
complexity confounds controlled experimentation. This 
paper shows a variety of alternative standards by which 
complex systems can be compared and evaluated. These 
criteria are not novel but recently have been out of favor. 
We must avoid the trap of only creating what a usability 
test can measure. We must also avoid the trap of requiring 
new systems to meet all of the evaluations required above. 
This would recreate the fatal flaw fallacy. We must look to 
our evaluation strategy to answer the fundamental question 
“Has important progress been made?” If the answer is yes 
then we happily take our share of the new knowledge and 
move forward to fill in the gaps. 
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My invention relates to speedometer mount-
ings for vehicles, and the objects of my in-
vention are- first, to provide a steering con-
trol means ior Vehicies on which is mountecl
a speedometer whereb the speed of the vehi-
cle may be readily determined by merely
dropping the vision slightly to the middle
portion of the steer-in wheel which is sub-
stantially iu line with tie line of vision of the
driver and as close to the eyes of the driver as
possible, thus determining the speed ofthe ve-
hicle with least danger to the driver and other
occupants; second, to provide a steering post
and steering wheel for automobiles which are
so constructed that a. speedometer may be
mounted on the steering post at the middle

rtion of the steering w-heel and substantial-
}? flush with the hub portion of the steering

wheel, thus rigidly mounting the speedome-
ter in plain view of the driver and in such a
manner as not to interfere with the vision
and necessary movements of the driver; third
to provide a steering post and steering wheel
for automobiles which are so constructed as
to receive and support a speedometer at the
upper end of the steering post and at the
middle portion of the steering Wheel and to
one side of the axis of the wheel so as to pro-
vide a convenient space for e. si button
or other switch mechanism at t e opposite
side of the axis of the wheel and on the sta-

tionary portion at the middle portion thereof;
fourth, to provide as a whole a novelly con-
structed and arranged mounting for a speed-
ometer in connection with the steering post

. and steering wheel of an automobile; fifth,
to provide a. rigid drive shaft means for a
speedometer mounted on the steering post,
which drive shaft means extends through the
steering post, thus materially decreasin the
length of the flexible cable usually emp oyed
in connecting a revolving part of the auto-
mobile with the speedometer; and, sixth,‘to
provide a speedometer mounting, in connec-
tion with the steering post and steering wheel
of an automobile, which is simple and eco-
nomical of construction, durable and which
will not readily deteriorate or get out of
order.

With these and other objects in view, as
will appear hereinafter, my invention con-
sists of certain novel features of construc-

tion, combination and arrangement of parts
and portions as will be hereinafter described

55 in detail, and particularly set forth in the ap-
pended claims, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings and-to the characters
of reference thereon which form a part of this
application, in which: . ,

Figure 1 is a fra mentary view of an au-
tomobile steerinn’ w eel taken from the driv-
er’s side thereoil, showing the s eedometer
mounted at the middle portion of t e steering
wheel; Fig. 2 is a fragmentary sectional view
taken through 2-2 of Fig. 3, showing the
construction of the upper end of the steering
post below the steering wheel; Fig. 3 is a
fragmentary longitudinal sectional view
taken through 3-3 of Fig. 1, showing the
construction and arrangement of the steering to
post, steering wheel and associated members
and showing the speedometer mounted at the
upper end of the steeringpost; and, Fi . 4
is a fragments. sectional view thereof to en
through 4—-4 o Fig. 1.

Like characters of reference refer to

lar parts aid(portions throughout the severalviews of e rawin s.
In the steering pfist construction of cer-

tain types of conventional automobiles, the
steering shaft or tube and also the ignition
and fuel controls, as well as certain electric
cables, extend through or are directly asso-
ciated with a stationary hollow post. Such a
construction and ar ement is illustrated

ifia thefldrawings an wi be briefly describedurea er. “

The steering ost 1 is rigidly mounted on
the automobile game in any suitable manner.
Within the post 1, which is in the form of a
tube, is rotatably mounted the steering tube
2 to the upper end of which is secured the
metallic hub member 3 of the steering wheel,
the lower end of the buhmember 3_ extending
around the upper end of the steering post 1.
To the upper or outer side of the hub mem-
ber 3, is secured the annular portion 4*‘ of the
steering wheel 4. To the opposite end of the
steerin tube 2, is secured a worm which is
adapted to drive the steering worm gear 6
mounted in a casing 7. The casing ’i' is so-
cured to the lower end of the steering post 1-
aud rotatably supports the lower end of the
steering tube. Within the tube 2 is rotatably
mounted the fuel control tube 8 and within
the latter is rotatahly mounted the ignition
control tube 9. Said tubes are provided at
their upper ends with control levers 10 and
11 respectively which extend preferably be-
yond the upper side of the annular 1JDl’l'.l.0Il
or hub portion of the steering wheel. To the
lower ends of the tubes 8 and 9, are secured

"10
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the fuel and ignition operating levers 12 and13. -Within e ignition tube 9 is nonrotat—
ably mounted the tube 14 which usually ex.-
tends beyond the u per and lower ends of the
tubes 8 and 9 and) is fixedly secured at its
lower end, in any suitable manner, to the
gear casing T or the steering post 1. The-
means shown in the drawings consists of a
cap for the lower end of the tube 14:, which
cap is provided with arms 15' secured to the
gear resin 7. At the upper end of the sta-
tionary to 14 is usually provided a. station-
ary support in which is mounted :1 signal
button or other switch means, the electric
cable, connecting the same to the mechanism
to be controlled, extending through the
tube It.

In my construction I have provided a rela-
tively large and deep supporting member‘ 16
which is positioned within the annular por-
tion 4‘ of the steering wheel and an 111-
wardly olfset recess in the hub member 3,
and is secured at its under or inner side to

the endiof the stationary inner tube 14., ex-
tending beyond the fuel and ignition tubes.
The large supporting member 16 is spaced at

its peripheral portion from the al1Il1IlA1'?Ol’-tion 4- of the steering wheel and also roan
the hub member 3 so as to provide sufiicient
space for the fuel and ignition levers 10 and
11, connected to the upper ends of the tubes 8
and 9 re ctively and extending beyond and
over the rent side of the annular ' ortion of

the stcerin wheel, to be shifted andoperated
free] . e outer side of the supportin
men: er 16 may be flush with or extended"
slightly beyond the outer face of the annular"
portio of the steering wheel, as shown.

In t e outer side of the supporting mem-
ber 16, is rovided a deep -recess 16' which
is mounts the s dometer 17, the connect-
ing bosm 17" of w ich extends preferably into
the upper end of the stationary tube 14. The '
center or axis of the recess 16“ is preferably
positioned eccentrically relative to the axis
of the supporting member 16 and the steer-
ing wheel 4. Thus a space is provided at the
opposite side of the axis of the stationary
supporting member 16, between the speedom-
eter 17 and the lower side of the member 16,
for a sig-uni button 18 or other switch mecha-
nism or Insane. _ '

The speedometer 17 is operated by a small
rigid shaft 19 which connects the speedom-
eter at the back side thereof with a_ flexible
cable 20 usually employed in connecting a
moving part of the automobile with the
speedometer. The shaft 19 is revolubly
mounted in a. casing or tube 21 which is se-
cured at its lower or forward end in the head

portion of the cap 15 and is positioned at its
upper end by a head memi.e1-22 positioned at
the u per end of the stationar tube 14. The
flexible tube 23 in which the exible shaft 20

I5 is mounted,--is connected with an extended

1,eea,eo1

boss 15” of the cap 15 by means of a nut 24.
Thus the length of the usual flexible cable
is considerably reduced

The electric cable 25 for the si mi] button

13 extends, preferably, backwnr 3* through
the supporting member 16 into the upper end
of the stationary tube 14, tlirougli the hcaul
member 22, through the tube 14 alongside the
speedometer shaft tube and out through the
head of the cap 15.

_ The arms or levers 10 nnrl 11, for control-
ling the fuel and ignition, are pJ.'l!f(:1‘l.l.l'Jl)'
positioned at the opposite sides of the electric
cable 25, as shown best in Fig. 2, so as not to
interfere with the same.

_ Though I have shown and described :: par-
ticular construction, combination and ur-
rangement of mounting a speedometer and
also a signal button in connection with the
steer' post and steering wheel of an auto-
mobile, -do not wish to be limited to this par-
ticular construction, combination and ar-
rangement but desire to include in the scope
of my invention the construction, combination
and arran mcnt substantially as set forth in
the appen ed claims.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new and desire to secure by LettersPatent is:

1. In a dometer mounting for vehicles,
the combination with a. steering post and a
steering wheel mounted thereon, of a support-
ing tube extending through said post and
non-rotatahly fixed relative thereto, said tube
having an enlarged supporting portion at the
end contiguous to said wheel, said su port-
ing portion being spaced from said wheel, a
speedometer mounted on said: supporting por-
tion, a small rigid shaft revolubly mounted
within said tube and operatively connected
at one end to the back side of said speed-
ometer, and a flexible cable directly connect-
ing the end of said shaft extending beyond
said tube to a revolving part of the vehicle.

2, In a speedometer mounting for vehicles,
the combination with a steering post and a
steering wheel mounted thereon and provided
with a hollow hub, of a supporting tube ex-
tending through said post and non-rotatably
fixed relative thereto, said tube having an on-

larged supdporting portion at the end conti -0113 to sm hub, said supporting portion he-
ing] positioned within and spaced from saidhu , and a speedometer mounted in the sup-

rtion of said tube substantiallyrtin
Eouah vgi the front side of the hub of the
steering wheel.

3. In a speedometer mounting for vehicles.
the combination with a steering post and n.
steerin wheel mounted thereon and provided
with adaollow hub, of a supporting tube ex-
tending through said post and non-rotatubly
fixed relative thereto, said. tube having an
enlarged supportin portion at the end con-
tiguous to said who ,said supporting portion
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being spaced from said wheel, and a speed-
ometer mounted within the sup orting por-
tion of said tube and substantial y flush with
the hub, a speedometer drive means extendinrr
through said tube and operatively connected
with said speedometer, and vehicle control
levers positioned in the hollow portion of the
hub outside of said supporting portion with
their ends extending beyond the hub.

4. In a speedometer mounting for vehicles,
the cornbiimtion with a hollow steering post
and a steering wheel rotatably mounted at
the outer end thereof, said wheel having a

hollow hub, of fuel and ignition control tubes,
the one being rotatable within the other and
the other rotatable within the steering post,
a stationary supporting tube extending

3

throu h said tubes and said ost and non-
rotatafialy fixed relative to sai post, a sup-
porting means mounted at the outer end of
said supporting tube positioned within the
hollow huh and spaced from the walls
thereof, a speedometer supported within said
supporting means, a speedometer drive means
extending through said supporting tube and
connected with said speedometer, and fuel
and ignition control levers connected to said
fuel and ignition control tubes and extending
through and beyond the space between said
hub and said supporting means.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand at San Diego, -California, this 30
day of August, 1926.

WILLIAM H. WHEELER. ‘
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

JAMES FRANK DURYEA, OF SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 714,878, dated December 2, 1902.
Application filed May 10, 1900. Serial No. 18,241. [Nu odel.)

To re/32$ ro7.r.om it Iltfitff concerns:

Be it known that I, JAMES FRANK Dnsrna,
acitizcn of the United States of America, and
a resident oi‘ Springfield, in the county of
Hampdeu and State of Massachusetts, have
invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Steering Mechanism for Vehicles, of
which the following is a full, clear, and exact
description.

This invention relates to iinprovements in
motor-vehicles or automobiles, and more par-
ticularly to the class of such vehicles wherein
the front wheels are both the driven and the
steering wheels; and the invention more es-
pecially pertains to the mechanisms and con-
trolling appliances whereby the motor may
be made available for the propulsion of the
vehicle through the front steering-wheels,
whereby the motor may be employed to swing
the steering-wheels to steer, whereby the mo-
tor may be simultaneously caused to both
drive and steer, and whereby the motor may
only drive the steering-wheels, the steering
being operated manually.

The improved mechanism is especially use-
ful ou large and heavy motor wagons or
trucks in which, especially at the time of
starting the same, considerable power is nec-
essary to change the relative position of the
wheels under the body.

Another object of the invention is [.0 insure
that in the operation of the steering mechan-
ism when thc connections for changing the
positions of the wheels toward one side are
in engagement the connections for rcversely
changing the positions of the wheels must. be
necessarily out of engagement.

Another object of the invention is to pro-
vide an indicator observable at the place oc-
cupied by the rider or person in control of
the motor-wagon for enabling‘ him to know
whether the steering-wheels range straight
with the length of the vehicle or are turned
to either side, this being especially advanta-
geous at the time of starting the vehicle,
which may have been left with the front
wheels considerably deflected toward either
side of the wagon.

The invention consists in combinations and
arrangements of mechanisms and appliances
and in constructions and combinations of

parts, all substantially as hereinafter fully
described, and set forth in the claims.

Re fercuce is to be had to the accompanying
drawings, in which the views show the for- 55
ward portion of the inotor-vehicle having an -
engine or motor mounted thereon and show-
ing th forward driving and steering wheels
and the means for controlling the driving
and steering, and in said drawings--

Figure 1 is a plan view. Fig. 2 is a. front
view with parts broken away and the engine-
shaft being seen in cross—section as taken next
to the rear of the engine. Fig. 3 isasirlee1e-
vation. _
right angles to each other of articulated driv-
ing connections hereinafter particularly re-
ferred to.

In the drawings, A represents the forward
portion of the body of the motor-wagon or 7::
automobile vehicle, beneath which is the di-

vided axle B for the forward wheels 139 139,
which are in this mechanisru both the driving
and thesteering wheels, a-nd,as common in the
divided axles for the driving-wheels of motor- 7 5
vehicles. the two adjacent parts of the axle
are equipped with the compensating gearing
indicated within the casing C, and comprised
in which compensating gearing is the bevel
gear-wheel A, to which continuous rotary mo- So
tion may be imparted through driving con-
nections i"r0u1 the engine thereto to secure
the propulsion oi’ the vehicle.

Above the divided 3.IlBlSfl.tl1'l.l(3k—fl’a,[.’[1B D,
there being interposed between the truck— 85
frame and the journals F) ii for the axles the
spring D3, and the truck-frame has the de-
pending pedestals b’‘ in which guideblocks
or partsbiof the a.'(iB:j0lIT‘na.l311iiVE relatively
thereto a. vertical play. The platforru-like go
upper part c of the truck-frame supports
thereon the large worm-wheel E, meshing
with which is the worm F, the same being
carried as a. fixed part on a shaft G,which is
horizontally and transverse}
hangers or
to andde

body A.

H indicates the engine or motor,suppo1-ted

brackets {Z 02, which are secured

pend below the bottom of thewagon-

at extreme ibrward part of the wagon, the mo
main or driving shaft J of the eugineext.end-
ing longitndinallyalong about the central line

60

Figs. 4 and 5 are views in detail at 65

y mounted in the 95
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of the wagon near the wagon—bottom, and its
rear end is mounted in the journal-lug 2, ris-
ing suitably above the bottom of the wagon-
body. On the rear end portion of the shaft
is a bevel gear-wheel :13, which rotates in a
vertical plane and in mesh with which is a
bevel gear-wheel oi, which is mounted on the
upper end of a vertical shaft ct‘, which shaft
is shacklediothe shaft-section cm’ of the bevel

gear»wheel ct, which is in driving connection
with the axle-sections B B.

For the reason that the gear- wheel and
shaft section cl? :1‘ have vertical movements

relati\'el_5,~ to the wheels and axle correspond-
ing to the movements of the spring-su pported
wagon-bodyand thcgear-wheelcanditsshaft-
section ct’ are practicallyorrelativelyimmov-
able the shaft-sections ti’ and :51‘ are united by
the double toggles f,which are articulated in
such manner that the endwise cont1'aotion of
the two shaft-sections is readily permitted,
but so that the turning of the upper shaft-
scction insures necessarily the turning of the
lower shaft—sect.ion and the gear thereon.

The gear 6&3 is understood as being loose on
the enginc-shaft J , and this gear-wheel C53 has
as one therewith the loose clutch-wheel GL5,
also loose on the engine-shaft, and with the
grooved hub it“, which is splined to slide on
the shaft J and which operates the shoes of
the clutch, which may be of the most com-
mon and well-known type, the yoke o7 is en-
gaged, said yoke having the extension or con-
necting-rod c“, with which is connected or
engaged an arm or lever gi, which is carried
at the lower end of a vertical shaft or post g,
which at its upper end is provided with the
operating-lever handle g”. The said shaft gr
or rotatable post is mounted in its vertical
position in suitable bearings or brackets of
the supporting structure, (indicated in a gen-
eral way by the letter It.)

Of course it is apparent that by properly
swinging the handle-lever g“ in a horizontal

4; plane the engine will be in or out of driving
connection with the front-wheel axle.

Mounted on the elongated hubs of the
aforementioned worm Farebevel gear-wheels

_;i 3' for rotations in vertical planes as one with
the shaft G, and both gear-wheels 2'13 are in
mesh with the said gcarsj j, the same being
fixed at the lower ends of vertical shafts it it,
which extend from the positions of said gears
:3 below the wagon-body upwardly through
the latter and have suitable bearings both
near their lower ends and also in the arch-

like part of the supporting frame or casting it.
Loose on the shafts it it are worm-wheels

mm, interrnediate between and in engage-
meut With both of which is a Worm N, (seen
in Fig. 2,) said worm being fast on the en-
gine-shaft J. Formed with orafiixod to move
in unison with the normally free-running
worm-wheels wt in are annular clutch mem-

' bers o o, for coaction with which are arranged
the correspondingly-provided clutch mem-
hers 0” o‘‘, which are carried by the rotatable

sleeves 0", which slide vertically on the shafts
Ya, but have spline engagements therewith,
whereby they are rotated in unison with said
shafts.

in represents a two-armed lever, (best seen
in Fig. 2,) the same being intermediately piv-
oted beneath the upper part of the arch-like
supporting-casting It and between the said
shafts 1.: la, and the extremities of the arms
in are formed into yokes which engage the
clutch-sleeves of the parts o“, and the ex-
tendedintermcdiate journal-stud or rock-
shaft, of which the said lever-arms p are ex-
tensions, has affired thereto the upwardly-ere
tending opcrating-leverhandlep‘. It will be
understood that for the reason that the worm-
wheels or in are, as shown in Fig. 2, arranged
on opposite sides. of the worm ‘R the said
worm-wheels will be rotated by the worm in
reversed directions, and so will be the shafts it
is, one after the other, if placed in clutch with
the respectively—provided worm-wheel, and
re tational movement of either shaftimparted
thereto from the power—driven worm it when
such shaft is in clutch with its worm-wheel
will correspondingly turn the shaft G, which
is below the wagon-body and on which is the
worm F, so that the rotational movement of
said worm F will cause the partial turning of
the large worm-wheel E and the front run-
ning-gear on which said large worm-wheel is
an equipment. Thus itwill be seen that the
steering of the vehicle either to the right or
to the left may be accomplished, using the
engine-power of the vehicle as the force for
causing the deflection of the front-wheel axle
and body under the control of the rider, who
has merely to manipulate the clutch-operas
ing lever pi.

In addition to the capability for the power-
steering, as just explained, one of the shafts
it (it is immaterial which) may be upwardly
extended, as seen in the drawings, and pro-
vided with a hand-wheel r, by means of which
to operate the shaft on which it is mounted
manually. Therefore by leaving the leverpz
in its upright position, so that both of the
shafts ll: ii: are out of connection with the en-

gine-shaft, the entire steering; may be per-
formed hy turning the hand-wheel in either
direction, as required.

For the reason that in many types of motor-
vehicles in which the present steering mech-
auism is applicable the steering-wheels will
not be visible to the person in control of the
vehicle I make provision whereby the posi-
tion of the wheels is indicated, the same con-
sisting of a small worm s on the end of the
shaft G, with which is in mesh 2:. worm-wheel
t, the same being supported at the lower end
of a vertical shaft ii, the upper end of which
is jonrnaled through a bracket h3, supported
by the casting it at an upper extension there-
of,and also sn pportod rnovahly on this bracket
is a dial—plate it, while the upper end of the
shaft has fast thereto an index or pointer :53.
The dial-plate may have graduations and in-
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dicating characters as means for increased
convenience of the person in oliarge of the
running of the motor-vehicle.

The worr:o-wheel E, provided as an equip-
ment to the steering-axle, and with which

' worm-wheel the axle must necessarily turn in
unison, and the worm on the vehicle-body
having the capability of being turned by the
application of intel|igently-directed power
from above the body constitute valuable fea-
tures in the present invention for improve-
ments in motor-wagons, more especially be-
cause the worm-wlicel and worm const.it.ui.e a

"lock against any force tentliug to turn or
swing the axle, which may be directed by
pressure or stress on or thr-on,r_r,h the wlieels
and axle, while at the same time the move-
ments for the proper steering maybe most
readily imparted through the appliances
(either power or manuallyoperated} for turn-ing the worm.

Having thus described my invention, what
1 claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is——

l. A vehicle having on its body a motor-
driren shaft, a clutch-engaged gear-wheel to
be driven by said [not-oi‘-shaft, and adepend-
ing shaft-section, the axle for the forward
wheels arranged under said depending: shaft-
sectiou and a gear-wheel in driving connec-
tion with the axle having a rising shal't-sec-
tion, means ofengagcmentbetween said shaft
sections whereby they rotate in unison, but
may have contracted and distended relations,
journal-sleeves surrounding said axles, hav-
ing upward extensions 25'‘ h", and supporting
the springs, a. part, D, supported by said
springs having the pedestals depending over
and embraciogsaidjournal-sleeve extensions,
and on which part D the i"‘orward part of the
vehicle-body rests, and between which said
part and body there is relativelya swiveling
movement and means provided and actuated
on the body, and operating on the said part
D, for turning same, substantially as de-scribed.

2. A vehicle having on its hodya motor-
driven. shaft, aclntch-engaged gear-wheel, to
be driven by said motor-shaft, and having a
depending shaft-section, the part D, having
the worm-wheel, E, below the body and rela-
tively to which it turns about the axis of said
shaft-section, and provided with the pedes-
tals Z)“, the axle having the journal-sleeves
provided with the rising extensions lr'enga.g-
ing and adapted to play within, said pedes-
tals,and haviogsupported thereon thesprings
on which said port D is yicldingly mounted,
agear-wheel in rotatably-driving connection
with the axle, having the upstanding shaft-
sectiou, don ble links Jointed to the two said I

8

the motor-shal'L, substantially as and for the '
purposes set forth.

3. In a motor-vehicle the combination with
the l'o1-ward axle, equipped with a worm-
wheel, of the vehicle-body carryinga. motor
and provided with a worm in cnp:age1u-out
with the worm-wheel, which worm has, to ro-
tate in unison l.i]Bl'ew'llI], two gear-wliecls, two
shafts located at opposile sides of the motor-
shafr, on which are gear-wheels meshing said
two gears provided to the worm, a. worm
mou med on the motor-shaft, wor|n—wiieels-m-m
loosely mounted on the said two shafts and
engaging at opposite sides of the said motor-
shaft worm, cl ut.c11 members mounted on and
constrained to turn with said two sllafte, anrl
adapted to be thrown into engagement with
said worm-wheels in -in, for the purpose setforth.

4. In a motor-veliicle, tliecounbiuation with
the forward axle, equipped with a worm-
wheel, of the vchicle—body carrying a motor
and provided with a. worm, in engagement
with the worm-wlicel, which worm has, to re-
tate in unison therewith, two gear-wheels,
two shafts located at opposite sides of the mo-
tor-sliaft, on which are ;_:ear—whels meshing
said two gears provided to the worm, a worm
mounted on the motor—shaft, wot-iii-wheels
in m loosely mounted on the said two shafts
and eIl_£Z3.gll'lg at opposite sides of the said
motor-shaft worm, clutch members mounted
on and constrained to turn with said two
shafts, and niechanism for controlling said
clutches having united members engaging
both thereof, whereby when one is in engage-
ment with its adjacent worm-wheel m, the
other clutch necessarily is placed out of en-
gagement with the other worm-gear, substan-
tially as described.

5. In a motor-vehicle the combination with
the forward axle, equipped with a worm-
whcel, of the vehicle-body carrying a motor
and provided with a. worm in engagement
with the worm-wheel, which worm has, to re-
tatein unison therewith, two gear-wheels, two
shafts located at opposite sides of the motor-
shafr, on which are gear-wheels meshing said
two gears provided to the worm, a. worm
mounted on the motor-shaft, worm-wheels m
m loosely mounted on the said two shafts
and engaging at opposite sides of the said
motor—sl1aft worm, and having clutch mem-
bers o o, clutch members oi oi sliding on and
turning with said two shafts, and having
grooved extension-sleeves o“, a handle-lever
pi mounted for a rocking motion and leaving
the double lover members 13 p which engage
said clutch-sleeves oi‘, substantially as de-scribed.

6. The combination with the vehicle-bodyshaft-sections, a worm supported by the body, having the shaft provided with the worm F
engaging said worm-wlieel, and mechanism
intervening between the motor-shaft and said
worm connected with the worm and having
clutching and unclntching connections with

and the worm s, the frout—wl1cc1 axle equipped
with the worm-wl1eelE, with which the worm
F is in engagement, means for causing the
rotation of the said worm F in either direc-
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tion, a shaft having a worm-Wheel L in en-
gagement with worm s, and having an indi-
cator, siibetzmtially as and for the purpose set
forth.

7. In a motor-vehicle in combination, the
front.-wheel axle supporting the worm-wheel
in unison with which the axle is constrained
to turn or swing horizontally, the Vehicle-
hody having the motor and its shaft mounted
thereon, and provided with the gear-whee] as,
a clutch for connecting and disconnecting
said gear-wheel with and from the aile, and
means for operating the clutch, the shaft G
mounted on the body provided with the worm
F and the beve1~gea1'sjj, the shafts 7.: is mount-
ed on the body at opposite sides of the motor-
shaft, a worm ‘It on the motor-shaft, worm-
wheels in no loose on the shafts is it having
clutch members, olntch members turning
with, but siidable along. said shafts Jo, coast-
ing with the worm-wheel clutch members,
means for manually operating the sliding
clutch members simultaneously in opposite
directions, and means for manually rotating
one of said shafts is in either direction, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

3. In a motor-vehicle in combination, the
front-wheel axle having the spi-ing-support
ed truck-frame D provided with a worm-

30 wheel E, and in. vertical sllaft-section rt‘ with

$14,873

3. gear in driving connection with the axle,
the vehicle-body having the shaft-section ct‘
linlc-connected with shaft—seetion of, the en-
gine-shaft having the worm -it, and the loose
clutch-wheel ct“ geared to the shaft-section cc‘,
the clutch-sleeve turning with and movable
along the engine-shaft, the lever g3 and con-
nections between some and the clutch-sleeve,
the shaft G supported below the ll]0l.‘y01'-bfldy,
having the worm E engaging said worm-
wheel, and having the bevel gear-wheels jj,
the vertical shafts it It at opposite sides of the
engine-shaft having the gear-wheels, 2'. av},
meshing the onesj and having loose thereon
the worm-wheels in in both meshing said en-
gine-shaft worm, and provided with eintoh
Lnembers the clutch-sleeves turning with and
slidable along the shafts is k cooperating with
the worm-wheel clutch n1eLn'oe1'.-s, the two-
armed leverp and common operating han-
dle—lever go‘ and a means for manhaliy turn-
ing one of said shafts in, substantially as de-
scribed.

Signed by meat Springfield, Massachusetts,
in presence of two subscribing witnesses.

J. FRANK DURYEA.

W'itnesses:
WM. '5. BnLLows,
NETTIE M. Bnnnows.
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Simple Definition of teclmologr
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plural
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Examples of technology in a sentence

1. One by one, the pieces take flight: a parachute. the stowed Martian halloon——a Montgolficre hot-air type, named for the French brothers who pioneered the
technology in l782—and a sensor package with guidance system. radio transmitter. and video camera. —Joe Pappalardo, Air & Space. June/July 2006

2. There's no question the industry has been subjected to a great deal ofcompetitive pressure over the past decade or so, with promises of more to come as the Internet
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Sarah Gordon, lnfommlion Security. November I999

4. all technology and energy revving up for the greatest clash of arms in history. —Wil.Iiam Styron, 77:1‘: Quiet Dust And Other Writings, (I953) 1982

5. Recent advances in medical technology have saved countless lives.

6. The company is on the cutting edge of technology.

7. The government is developing innovative technologies to improve the safety of its soldiers.
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9. The car has the latest in fuel-saving technology.
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Prototype and design next-gen wtreles communications systems.
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Medical Definition of technology
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technologies

1. 1: the science ofthe application ofknowledge to practical purposes : applied scice

2. 2: a scientific method of achieving a practical purpose
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3,018,661
. AIRCRAFT INBTR 

Frederick William Meredith, “Ardvarna,” Cleave Hill,
Ci19_“EIll_1=|lII._England., and Alastair Michael Adair
Mflx!Bl3fll¢. High Ridge, Winter Hill, Cooltham Dean,England

Filed Mar. 4, 1957. 581'. N0. 543.535
11 Claims. ((21. 73-173)

The present invention relates to aircraft instruments
for assisting the control of an aircraft by a human pilot
In such a manner that the direction of its line of flight
(that of its flight vector) is such as to achieve and main-
tain a desired flight path.

_It is an object of the present invention to provide an
aircraft instrument constructed to facilitate the control
of an aircraft simultaneously in pitch and roll by a
human pilot and which preferably is combined with
means to display the pitch and roll attitude of the air-
craft to give a readily appreciated indication of the ac-
tual attitude of the aircraft and the action which is
required to attain the desired flight path.

The attitude of an aircraft can be defined by the direc-
tions of three mutually perpendicular axes in the aircraft
through its centre of gravity. The X and Z axes lie in the
symmetry plane, the X axis being a fixed line, pointing
forward, approximately parallel to the centre line of the
body, and the Z axis at right angles to this and pointing
downward when in straight and level flight. The Y axis
is normal to the plane of symmetry and directed towards
the starboard wing. it is convenient to fix the direction
of the X axis to point in the clirection of flight {the wind
axis) in normal undisturbed flight. During any changes
from straight and level flight the X axis may deviate
from the wind axis, the angular deviation in the sym-
metry plane being the change of angle of incidence and
the angular deviation normal to this being the sideslip
angle. In correct operation of an aircraft, both these
angles are suifieiently smell that the diflerence which
they could make on the display to be described can be
ignored. Thus it is assumed that the flight vector {whose
direction is that of the wind axis and whose magnitude
is equal to the airspeed} coincides with the X axis of
the aircraft in all conditions.

It is convenient to resolve every force or acceleration
into components, one along the X axis and the other in
the ‘F2 plane, hereinafter referred to as the normal plane.
The algebraic sum of the components of the forces along
the X axis, including forces produced acrodynamicaliy.
by the propulsive mechanism, and by the action of grav-
ity, determines thc -rate of change of the magnitude of
the flight vector. The vector sum of the components
of the forces in the normal plane determines the magni-
tude and direction of the rate of turn of the Eight vector.
In the absence of side slip and also, as will be assumed,
in the absence o.f transverse wind components, the com-
ponent of the aerodynnrnic forces in the normal planemust coincide with the Z axis.

For a complete understanding of the invention it is
desirable to refer to three special frames of reference,
defined by appropriate sets of axes:

By the term absolute aircraft axes we mean a set of
axes which instantaneously coincide with the aircraft
axes but are non-rotating and of which the origin is fall-
ing free. Thus a mass free from restraint will be unac-
celcrated in relation to absolute axes as defined.

By the term roll stabilised axes we mean a non-rotating
set of axes in which the origin coincides with the origin
of the aircraft axes, the X axis instantaneously coincides
with the aircraft X axis but the Y axis is horizontal and
the Z axis is never above the horizontal.

By the term roll stabilised absolute axes we mean :1

3,918,661
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set of axes which instantaneously coincide with the roll
stabilised axes, are non-rotating and of which the origin
is falling free.

By the term absolute acceleration we mean the external
force to which the aeroplane is subject ( excluding grav-
ity) divided by the mass of the aircraft, i.e. the accelera-
tion of the aircraft referred to absolute axes.

By the term normal plane acceleration we shall mean
that component of acceleration normal to the flight vector.
i.e. in the normal plane.

In these definitions and throughout this specification
and the appended claims, the effects of wind on the
aircraft are ignored.

In accordance with the invention we provide an in-
strument having an index. means to displace the said
index relative to a datum in accordance with the normal
plane absolute acceleration along the Z axis. a further
index and means to displace the further index in rela-
tion to the datum in accordance with a demanded value
{both as to magnitude and direction) of the normal
plane absolute acceleration, whereby manoeuvre of the
aircraft, by banking to rotate the direction of the de-
manded norma-l plane absolute acceleration relative to
the aircraft and by pitching to vary the magnitude of
the normal plane absolute acceleration so as to super-
posc the index and the further index results in the attain-
ment of the demanded normal plane absolute acceleration.

Ono convenient method for displaying the normal ah-
solutc acceleration is by displacement of the index along
a line whose orientation is fixed relative to the case of
the instrument. The datum for the normal absolute
acceleration may be defined by a fixed index indicative
of the Y or transverse axis of the aircraft.

A conventional representation of the horizon may
be provided, displaced relative to the fixed index in ac-
cordance with the pitch and roll attitude of the aircraft.

A convenient method of displaying the demanded nor-
mal plane absolute acceleration is by displacement of the
further index along and at right angles to the horizon,
in accordance with the components of demanded normal
plane absolute acceleration in these directions.

An instrument according to the present invention thus
may display to a pilot infotroation relating to the present
attitude and normal plane absolute acceleration of his
aircraft, and simultaneously the normal plane absolute
acceleration which the aircraft should assume to follow
some desired flight path.

It will be seen that by use of the invention the re-
quired manoeuvre demands are displayed in relation to
one of the two sets of absolute axes. This is particularly
advantageous, since the acceleration force under the
control of the pilot produces accelerations in relation to
these axes.

The invention. and various embodiments thereof, will
now be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings. of which

FIGURE 1 shows diagrammatically the attitude of
an aircraft, the direction of its flight vector. the normal
absolute acceleration to which it is subjected, and the
component of gravity in the normal plane.

FIGURES 2 to 5 Show the display provided by an in-
strument embodying features of the present invention in
various flight conditions.

FIGURE 6 shows schematically one particular form
of instrument constructed in accordance with the present
invention.

Referring to‘ FIGURE I the point 0 represents, by
70 means of a suitable projection, the intersection of the

aircraft X=axis with the surface of a reference sphere
centred on the aircraft. The aircraft attitude is denoted
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by the angles: up heading; :1 pitch; up bank; as conven-
tionally defined.

The transverse of Y axis of the aircraft is indicated
by the line PDQ. The desired on—ta.rget: attitude is shown
by point C. where the desired values of heading and pitch
are indicated as its and 31-.

The normal plane absolute acceleration of magnitude
hip is represented by a. vector of length oNg (“a" being a
scale factor, “N" being a positive number and "g“ the
acceleration due to gravity) indicated at 0A.

The component of acceleration, referred to fixed axes,
due to gravity in the normal plane is of magnitude 9
cos 0 and is at an angle [9£I'-—¢) to -the transverse axis
of the aircraft. It may thus be represented by a vector
AB of length og cos it in the direction of it decreasing.
Thus the vector OB represents the acceleration referred
to fixed axes in the plane normal to the flight vector,
which is, in accordance with ordinary dynamical prin-
ciples. the vector product Vxst where n is the instan-
taneous rate of rotation of the flight vector and V is the
flight vector. OB thus has length uV)<tl. Vector OB
can be resolved into a horizontal component aD}<Dx,b
and a component at right angles thereto oi/><Dt!. Here
and elsewhere the symbol “D" is used to represent the
operator of diftercntation with respect to time. DB, in
the direction of it.» increasing, represents the discrepancy
between demanded and actual heading and EC, in the
direction of :9 increasing, represents the discrepancy be-
tween demanded and actual pitch. The discrepancies
(-;':-;-—-up) and (01-9) may be denoted --pg and -63
respectively.

If now the aircraft is manoenvred so that B and C
coincide and 7.51’ and 8., are fixed, we shall have the
relations

9VXD‘+”a-I-‘Ps=0
oD xDaE+s._-_={}

i.e. the flight vector subsides on to the desired direction
with time constant aV (if V is constant).

It. is evident that the point C, which has been defined
as deterrnined by a demanded direction. may also be
regarded as defined by a demanded acceleration referred
to fixed axes in the normal plane.

It will be seen that p1‘CCiS€l}' the same result may be
attained by introducing a further vector CD, extending
in the direction of 3 increasing, of magnitude [lg cos ti,
Le. equal and opposite to vector AB, and controlling the
aircraft in such a manner that point A lies on point D.

It. will be appreciated that the vector OC represents,
referred to axes through D in the direction of rt increas-
ing and is increasing respectively, the required normal
plane acceleration roferred to roll stabilised axes, whereas
the vector OD represents the same quantity referred to
roll stabilised absolute axes. Also the vector OB repre-
sents the actual normal plane acceleration referred to roll
stabilised axes and DA represents the same quantity re-
ferred to absolute roll stabilised axes, i.e. the normal
plane absolute acceleration.

Referred to axes lying along and at right. angles to the
line PDQ, these vectors represent the some quantities
referred to the corresponding aircraft axes.

In an instrument in accordance with the present inven-
tion the vectors CIA and OD are displayed, Le. the normal
plane absolute acceleration (by point A) and the dc-
mandecl normal plane absolute acceleration (by point
D). It will be appreciated that the vector OA represents
the quantity, the normal plane absolute acceleration,
directly under the pilot's control for the manoeuvre of
the aircraft, its direction being controlled by banking and
its magnitude by pitching.

Most conveniently the display is provided by move-
motif. of points A and D in relation to an index, fixed in
the instrument, corresponding to the line POQ.

In the embodiment of the invention shown in the re-

4

tnaining figures the instrument indications are provided
within the compass of a conventional circular viewing
aperture upon an indicator, as shown. In the ensuing
description connecting lines indicate channels for the flow
of information, which information will bc preferably con-
veyed by amplitude-modulated A.C. signals. A fixed in-
dex I is provided, in the form of a. symbolic representa-
tion of the rear view of the wings of an aircraft, its Y
axis across the display and Z axis down the display and
thus corresponding to line PGQ in FIGURE ]. A nor-
mal plane absolute acceleration index 2 is provided in the
form of a. ring with a downwardly-extending line. in
accordance with the asstnnption that the normal plane
absolute acceleration is along the aircraft 2. axis, index 2
is displaced along the Z axis (positive or negative) of the
aircraft representation forming index 1, so that the centre
of the circle is displaced from the centre of index 1 by
an amount proportional to the normal plane absolute
acceleration, under the control of a conventional accol-
erometer mounted on the aircraft so as to be responsive
to acceleration of the aircraft along the Z axis. The ac-
celerometer 5 controls a servo 6 fixed in the indicator.
Servo 6 positions a drum 7 upon which is Wr:'I._1'.|pEd
a wire 31 carrying index 2. the wire passing round pulleys
9, Ill. and being attached to one end of a tension spring
11 whose other end is fixed. at 12. The wire 8 and the

pulleys 9 and 10 constitute means guiding the index for
displacement along a line whose orientation is fixed in theinstrument.

Behind indices 1 and 2 is mounted a "roller blind“ type
of artificial horizon indicator, giving “moving horizon"
presentation. This comprises a carriage 13 mounted for
rotation about an axis passing through the centre of in-
dex 1, the “indicator axis," carrying a pair of rollers 14.
15 over which a flexible band 16 passes. Carriage 13 is
positioned by an electric scrvo system 1'! controlled from
a remotely situated first gyro vertical 18 in accordance
with the roll attitude of the aircraft, the servo system
rotating a shaft 19 carrying a pinion 20 engaging with a
gear 21 attached to carriage 13. Shaft 19 also carries a
pinion 22 engaging with a gear 23 forming one input of
a conventional mechanical differential 12¢. The other in-
put of the differential 24 is positioned in accordance with
the pitch attitude of the aircraft by an electric servo 25
also controlled from gyro vertical 15. The output of the
dilfercntial 24 is transmitted by a shaft 26 lying on the
indicator axis. Shaft 26 carries a gear 27 capable of driv-
ing, through a train 28 and bevel gears 39. roller 14.

The servo systems 17 and 25 and the various gear ratios
are such that the rotation of the carriage 13 relative to
the index 1 is equal to the bank angle of the aircraft -and
rotation of shaft 19 with servo 25 stationary results in no
relative movement between gear 27 and carriage 13. It
thus follows that roller 14, and hence band 16, are moved
in accordance with the pitch attitude of the aircraft, and
this movement is such that the total extent of band 16
visible corresponds to about I20’ of pitch movement.
The band 16 is distinctively coloured to give an indica-
tion of the horizon, as at 3. and representations of the
zenith and nadir are also provided on the band, so that
the index I co-operates with the band to give a display
corresponding to that of a conventional gyroscope artificial
horizon instrument.

A director index 4 is provided, in the form of a dot
rather smaller than the internal diameter of the ring of
index 2. Director index 4 is positioned so that its distance
Erom the representation of the horizon 3 corresponds to
the desired pitch attitude of the aircraft plus up cos 3, and
its distance from the centre line of the band 16 corre-

sponds to the diflerence between the desired and actual
heading of the aircraft. If lines parallel and perpendi-
cular to the horizon are imagined drawn through the
centre of index 1, then it follows from the above that the
displacement of index 4 from the imaginary line parallel
to the horizon. indicated by Y’ in FIGURE 2, is propor-
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clonal to up cos 9-53, and its distance from the line per-
dicular to the horizon, -indicated at X’ in FIGURE 2, oer-
responds to —v‘.rg.

The intell igeuce by means oi which index 4 is positioned
may be obtained from instruments cornpietely separate
from the gyro vertical 18 controlling the position of theband 16.

Index 4 is mounted upon a wire 3|} passed -round rollers
31, 32 mounted upon -a. ring gear 33 centred on the in-
dicator axis. Wire 3!) lies diarnetraliy across gear 33,
and passes round further guide rollers 34 mounted on gear
33, being attached at one point to a peg 35 attached to a
further ring gear 37 extending through an arcuate slot 38
in gear 33. Gear 37 is also mounted for rotation about
the indicator axis. Gear 33 is engaged by a pinion 39
positioned by a servo 40. Servo 4|! is controlled by a first
output from a computing device 41, which is proportional
to the angle at indicated in FIGURE 2. Gear 37 is en-
gaged by a pinion 42, positioned by a servo 44 controlled
by the output Er-om A differential 43. The inputs to differ-
ential 43 consist of the two outputs from device 41. The
second of these is proportional to the distance ,9 indicated
in FIGURE 2. Thus it will be seen that the angular posi-
tion of wire 30 will be given by the angle a, and the radial
position of index 4 will be given by the distance ,a.

One manner in which the intelligence for positioning
index 4 (i.e. the quantifies or and ,9) may be obtained willnow be described.

A directional device is provided to generate a signal
representing the difference between the actual heading of
the craft and the desired heading if some desired flight
path is to be followed. In a particular form, as indicated
in FIGURE 6, this includes a gyromagnetic compass its
and a radio device 46. such as a. conventional directional
radio beam receiver, or a conventional radar i trstalintiou
or instrument landing system, providing a signal repre-
senting the bearing of a target being tracked, which re-
spectively provide signais representing the actual heading
of the craft and the desired heading if some desired flight
path is to be followed. These signals are applied to a
computer 47 which generates a signal representing the
dilference between the signals applied to it. The output
from this device is thus proportional to —gbg. or the quan-tity X’ of FIGURE 2.

An air speed responsive device, indicated at 43, and a
further -radio device, indicated at 49, such as -a conven-
tional glide path receiver or a conventional radar installa-
tion providing a signal representing the elevation of a tar-
get being tracked, provide signals one or other of which
can be applied to the input of a further computer device
50, as indicated by a change-over switch 51. Computer
St} determines from these signals and h-om pitch signals
derived from a gyro vertical 52 the dilference between the
actual pitch attitude of the aircraft and that required if
some desired flight path is to be followed——that is to any
the quantity -93. This is added to :1 signal proportional
to cg cos 9 [derived tram intelligence also obtained from
gyro vertical 52), to give 2. total output proportional to
the quantity Y’ of FIGURE 2.

The X’ and Y’ signals from devices 47 and St} are ap-
plied to the separate stator inputs of a conventional re-
solver syncbro indicated at 53. The rotor of the resolver
is positioned in accordance with the bank angle d under
the control of gyro vertical 52. and outputs are obtained
from the separate rotor windings respectively propor-tional to

X’ cos -p—Y’ sin upand

X’ sin -p+‘{’ cos cfl

These quantities are related to p and U. by the relations

,9 cos u=X’ cos d—Y' sin 95
,0 sin r:r=X' sin 95—Y" cos d:

They are applied as inputs to computer 41, previously
referred to. Computer 41 comprises a further resolver

6
synchro, to the separate stator windings of which the
“,9 cos n" and “p sin or” signals are applied. The rotor
of the syuchro is positioned by a motor energised from
one of the rotor windings of the synchro, which thus posi-
tions thc -rotor so that this winding is at right angles to the
resultant field produced by the stator windings, i.e. the
rotor is so positioned that its angular displacement from
some datum position is equal to at, and a suitable signal
generating device positioned by the motor is utilised to
give the desired rt signal output from computer 41. The
signal induced in the second rotor -winding will be propor-
tional to p and is utilised to provide the ,o signal output
from computer 41.

As described above the manoeuvre demand is derived
from position information, and the use of the instrument
will eventua.-Lly. if there is no change in the desired flight
path, bring the aircraft to aoondition of non-turning flight.
However, the manoeuvre demand could be, for example,
for continuously turning flight at a constant rate of turn.

As noted above, as far as the scale of the display is
concerned. it is convenient to make the radius of the visi-
ble portion of the band 16, correspond to 60° (in. ap-
proximately lradinn) pitch (or heading) deviation, when
one at least of the representations of zenith, horizon and
nadir on the hand will always be in view.

A maximurn. manoeuvre demand will then be given by
aNg=1

If we limit the maximum acceleration to he demanded in
any manoeuvre to, say, fig, this means that

as*=’;é

and the time constant of subside-nee will be ‘-53-Vfg. The
displacement of the centre of the ring of index 2 from the
centre of index I will in conditions of straight and level
flight correspond to a normal acceleration of g, and the
length of the vertical stroke of the index 2 is preferably
such that, under these conditions, its end lies at the centre
of index 1. Preferably also in such conditions the centre
of index 2 lies at the centre of the display.

FIGURES 3, 4 and 5 show the display in various flight
conditions, when the manoeuvre demand is being met,
that is to say when index 2 is brought into alignment withindex 4.

FIGURE 3 shows the display when climbing at about
2' with the aircraft level in bank and on the demandedattitude.

FIGURE 4 shows the display when following a demand
for a steady horizontal tl.i1'I'l at 52° bank to the left.

FIGURE 5 shows the display when following a demand
for a horizontal «wag turn to the left.

The sense of the pitch and bank corrections required
are always clear from the display, even if negative liftmanoeuvre is required.

The particular instrument described with reference to
FIGURES 2 to 6 utilises a “moving horizon“ presenta-
tion for aircraft attitude, the aircraft representation (index
1) being fixed in the instrument. Alternatively a "mov-
ing nircra.fl” presentation of aircraft attitude could be
used. (the representation of the horizon then being fixed
in the instrument), various mechanical means by which
this could be achieved being obvious to those skilled in
the art. However, a "moving aircraft" presentation would
be substantially more complicated mechanically.

While there have been described above what are
presently believed to be the preferred forms of the inven-
tion, variations thereof will be obvious to those skilled
in the art and all such changes and variations which fall
within the spirit of the invention are intended to he
covered by the generic terms in the appended claims,
which are variably worded to that end.We claim:

I. An aircraft instrument comprising means to define
a viewing aperture, a first index supported for movement
within the aperture, means within the aperture to define

75 a datum position for the lirst index, driving means con-
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nccted to the first index, means to control the driving
means in accordance with the component of the normal
plane absolute acceleration of the aircraft in direction of
its Z axis so that the displacement of the first index
from the said datum position is proportional to the said
component of the normal plane absolute acceleration of
the aircraft. :1 funhcr index supported for movement
within the aperture and means to displace the further
index in relation to the said datum position in accord-
ance with a demanded value, both as to magnitude: and
direction of the normal plane absolute acceleration. said
demanded value being that required if some desired flight
path is to be achieved and a maneuver of the aircraft in
bank: and pitch to superpose thc first index and further
index thus resulting in the attainment of the demanded
normal plane acceleration and the desired flight path.
neglecting any components of the normal plane absolute
acceleration in the direction of the transverse axis of the
aircraft.

2. An instrument according to claim 1 comprising
means for guiding the displacement of the index along a
line whose orientation is fixed in the instrument.

3. An instrument according to claim 2. wherein the
means to define the datum position comprises a fixed
index indicative of the transverse axis of the aircraft.

4. An instrument according to claim 3 wherein the
means to displace the further index are operative to dis-
place it linearly from and to rotate it singularly about
the fixed index in accordance with the magnitude and
direction of the demanded value of the normal plane
absolute acceleration referred to absolute aircraft axes.

5. An instrument according to claim 4 wherein the
means to displace the further index comprise both de-
vices responsive to deviation of the aircraft Erom some
selected flight path and a device responsive to the pitch
and roll attitude of the aircraft.

6. An instrument according to claim 5 comprising
also means to provide a. representation of the horizon and
means to position the same in relation to the fixed index
in accordance with the pitch and roll attitude of the air-
craft.

7. An instrument according to claim 6 wherein the
means to position the representation of the horizon are
independent of the means to position the further index.

8. An aircraft instrument comprising means to define
a. viewing aperture, a first index supported for movement
and positioned to be viewed through the aperture, datum
position defining means for said first index, driving means
connected to the first index, means connected to con-
trol said driving means in accordance with the component
of normal plane absolute acceleration of the aircraft in
the direction of its 2 afls so that the displacement of
the first index from the said daturn position is propor-
tional to the said component of the normal plane absolutc
acceleration. a second index supported for movement and
positioned to be viewed through the aperture and means
connected to displace said second index relative to said
datum position defining means in accordance with is.
demanded vector value of the normal plane absolute ac-
celeration, said demanded value being that required by
a desired flight path and a maneuver of the aircraft in
bank and pitch to superpose said indices giving an in-
dication that the desired flight path of the plane has
been attained.

50 2,732,395
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9. An aircraft instrument for assisting a human pilot

to control an aircraft simultaneously in pitch and roll,
comprising in combination a first index means supported
for movement relative to the aircrrttt, means to define n
datum position for said first index, driving means con.-
nectcd to move said first index, means to control said driv-
ing means in accordance with the component of the nor-
mal plane absolute acceleration of the aircraft along its
2 axis. a second index means supported for movement
relative to the aircraft. and means to displace said second
index means relative to said datum position in accordance
with a demanded value. both as to magnitude and direc-
tion of the effective value of the normal plane absolute
acceleration, said demanded value being that required to
achieve a desired flight path and the superposition of said
first and second index means.

10. The combination set forth in claini 9, said first
index means being in the intro of a ring with a down-
wardly extending line, said driving means comprising a
servo motor and movable wire means carrying said fir-st
index for movement in translation, said means to con-
trol said driving means comprising an accelerometer
means mounted on the aircraft so as to be responsive to
acceleration of the aircraft along its 2 axis, said second
index means being a director index in the form of a. dot
of smaller diameter than the internal diameter of said
ring. said means to displace said second index means com-
prising a. second wire means, a ring gear mounting said
second wire means diametrically‘ Ihereacross, a second
ring gear carrying means acting to move said second wire
to displace said second index, dual servo means for rotat-
ing said ring gears independently, a gyro vertical mounted
on the aircraft to supply pitch signals. computer means
connected to said gyro and to said dual servo means for
supplying a first output for rotating said that ring gear
to move said second index by rotation of its supporting
wire means and for supplying a second output for rotat-
ing said second ring gear to move said second index radi-
ally in translation.

11. The combination set forth in claim 10. an arti-
ficinl horizon indicator means mounted behind said first
index means, said second index means and said means to
define a datum position, said horizon indicator means
comprising carriage means mounted for rotation about
an axis passing through the center of said means to de-
fine a datum position, a pair of rollers having a flex-
ible band bearing a horizon indication line thereon rotat-
ably mounted on said carriage means, a gyro vertical
means, differential means controlled by said gyro for
rotating said rollers and moving said horizon indication in
translation with respect to said means to define a datum
position and drive means controlled by said gyro for
rotating said carriage means for rotating said horizon
indication with respect to said means to define a datum
position.
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Summary Description of Item

102 Add it to your shopping cart

("You can always cancel later . . . )

NEW! Order faster with 1-click!

(You can cancel within 90 minutes )

1033 Buy item and ship to:

103!) John Doe at home

1030 Check shipping address or change 1-click settings‘

103d Learn more about 1-click express ordering

Detail Description of Item
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Thank you for your 1-click order!

A quantity of 1 of |the item will be shipped to you

as soon as possible. We will do our best to

minimize your shipping costs by combining your

1-click orders into as few shipments as possible.

Please continue browsing.

Review or change your 1-click orders

Summary Description of Item
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Summary of I-Click Express Orders

Press this button if you Changed Quantities of any item

below. If you don't press it, your changes won't "stick."

You can set the quantity to 0 (zero) to cancel an item.

The 1-Click orders below (available in 3 or fewer days)

will be shipped together.

Order # 098337

Item 1 $10.00

Item 2 $15.00

Total $25.00

The l—cIick orders below (available in one week or more)

will be shipped together.

Order # 098336

|I| Item 3

l:| Item 4

Total

Ship to: John Doe at home

Shipment Method: Standard Domestic Shipping

Payment Method: **** ****_"""*1_2345

Continue Shopping

1-Click Express shigging golicies

Fig. 1C
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Enable Single-Action
Ordering

Retrieve client ID

Set client ID/customer

mapping

Set single-action

ordering for client
ID/customer

Return confirming

web page
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Generate Item

Web Page

Generate standard

shopping cart web

page for item

Single

Action flag set
for client ID/

CUSTOITICF

Add sing1e—action

section to web page
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Process Single-
Action Order

Avai Iabilily
of item

I9

short-term order ong-term order
open for open for
customer customer

N

503

Create short-term Create long-term
order order

504 507

Add item to short-term Add item to long-term
order order

508

Generate and send
confirmation

Fig. 5
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Generate Single-

Order Summary

Generate standard web
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Short—term Add short-term order

order open to web page

Long-term Add long-term order

order open to web page
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Expedited Order

Selection

Combine and schedule

orders in selected
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Combine and schedule

orders in selected
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all sibling orders filled
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such groups

already
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All
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already
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START

Customer Name & Address

Customer Financial Info

Customer Employment Info

Customer Education Info

Fig. 8A

First Name : |

M.I. : |:]

Last Name :  ]

street =L

City = 

State : :|

Customer Financial Info

Customer Employment Info

Customer Education Info

ZiP?\:J

Fig. 8B
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A: Customer Name & Address

Net Worth:

Annual Income:

Spouse's Annual Income:

Other Income:

Next
Customer Employment Info

Customer Education Info

Fig. 8C
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PLACING A
PURCHASE ORDER VIA A

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK.

TECHNICAI. FIELD

'the present invention relates to a computer method and
system for placing an order and, more particularly, to a
method and system for ordering, items over the lntemet.

l}A(_'l(CrROUND D17 TIIE lNVl_7.NTl(JN

The Internet comprises :1 vast number of computers and
computer networks that are interconnected through commu-
nication links. The interconnected oornputcrs exchange
information using various services, such as electronic mail,
Gopher, and the World Wide Web ("WWW"). The WWW
service al.lows a server computer system [i.e._ Web server or
Web site) to send graphical Web pages of information to at
remote client computer system. The remote client computer
system can then display the Web pages. Each resource (e.g.,
computer or Web page) of the WWW is uniquely identifiable .
by a Uniform Resource l.ocator("URI."’). To view it specific
Web page. a client computer system specifies the URI, for
that Web page in it request (c.g., a Hype-rTcxl Transfer
Protocol (“ll"l"l'l"°) request). The request is forwarded to the
Web server that supports that Web page. When that Web
server receives the request, it sends that Web page to the
client computer system. When the client computer system
receives that Web page, it typically displays the Welt page
using a browser. A browser is a special-purpose application
program that el}'ec1s the requesting of Web pages and the
displaying, of Web pages.

Currently, Web pages are typically deli nctl using H ypcr—
'l‘ext Marltu p t_anguag,e ("I{’l’lVlJ_”). }|'ll'vlL provitlcs rt stan-
dard set of tags that define how a Web page is to be
displayed. When a user indicates to the browser to display a
Web page, the browser sends a request to the server com-
putcr system to transfer to the client computer system an
ll'l‘ML document that defines the Web page. When the
requcstetl HTML document is received by the clic-nt com-
puter system, the browser displays the Web page as defined
by the IITML document. The IITML document contains
various tags that control the displaying of text, graphics,
controls, and other features. "the HTML document may
contain URLs of other Web pages available on that server
computer system or other server computer systems.

The World Wide Web is especially conducive to conduct-
ing electronic commerce. Many Web servers have been
developed through which vendors can advertise and sell
product. The products can include items (c.g., music) that
are delivered electronically to the purchaser over the Internet ,
and items (e.g._. books) that are delivered through conven-
tional distribution channels (e.g., a common carrier). A
server computer system may provide an electronic version
ofu catalog that lists the items that are available./X user. who
is :1 potential purchttscr, may browse through the catalog _
using at browser and select various items that are to be
purchased. When the user has completed selecting the items
to he purchased, the server computer system then prompts
the user for irtforntation to complete the ordering of the
items. This purcl'taser—specil'1c order information may
include the purch:ts¢r's name, the purcl1ttser‘s credit card
number, and a shipping address for the order. The server
computer system then typically confirms the order by send-
ing a conlirtrting Web page to the client computer system and
schedules shipment of the items.

Since the purchaser-specific order information contains
sensitive information (c.g.. a credit card number). both

2

vendors and purchasers want to ensure the security of such
in f(IfI'|l;!ll(]l'l. Security is at concern because information
transmitted over the Internet may pass through various
in lcrmcdiatc computer systems on its way to its final desti-
nation. The information could be intercepted by an unscru-
pulous person at an intenrtcdiatc system. To hclp ensure the
security of the sensitive information. various encryption
techniques are used when transmitting such Lnlormation
between a client computer system and a server computer
system. llvcn though such encrypted information can he
intercepted, because. the ittformat ion is encryptuct, it is
genetttlly useless to the interceptor. Nevertheless, there is
always a possibility that such sensitive inlormation may he
successfully decrypted by the interceptor. Tllcrflfmc. it
would be desirable to minimize the sensitive information

transmitted when placing an order.
The selection of the various items from the electronic

catalogs is generally based on the "shopping cart" model.
When the purchaser selects an item [mm the electronic
catalog, the server computer system mctnphoricnlly adds
that item to it shopping can. When the purchaser is done
selecting items, then all the items in the shopping cart are
"clrecked out" (i.e., ordered) when the purchaser provitlcs
billing and shipment information. In some models, when a
purchaser selects any one item. then that item is “checked
out" by automatically prompting the user for the billing and
shipment irtlbrrttttlion. Although the shopping cart model is
very flettilatc and intuitive. it has it downside in that it
requires many interactions by the purchaser. For example.
the purchaser selects the various items from the electronic
catalog, and then indicates that the selection is complete.
The purchaser is then presc-ntetl with an order Web page that
prompts the purchaser for the purchascr—spccitic order infor-
D1£llllJI] to complete the order. That Web page may be
prufilled with information that was provided by the pur-
chascr when placing another order. The information is then
validated by the server computer system. and the order is
completed. Such an ontcring model can be problematic for
a couple of reasons. Ila purchaser is ordering only one item.
then the overhead of conllrming the various steps of the
ordering process and waiting for, viewing. and updating the
purchaserspeciftc order information can be much more than
the ovcrhead of selecting the item itself. This overitcacl
rnztltcs the purchase of a single item cumbersome. Also, with
such an ordering model. each time an order is placed
sensitive information is transmitted over the Internet. Each
time the sensitive information is transmitted over the

lnternet, it is sttsceplible to being intercepted and decrypted.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTIDN

An embodiment of the present invention provides it
method and system for ordering an item from a client
system. The client system is provided with an identifier that
identities a customer. The client system displays information
that identifies the item and displays an indication of an
action {e.g.. a single action such as clicking at mouse button)
that a. purchaser is to perform to order the idctttilicd item. [I1
response to the indicated action being perfonrted, the client
system sends to :1 server system the provided ldcntiller and
a request to order the identified item. the server system uses
the identifier to identify additional information needed to
generate an order for the item and then generates the order,

The server system receives and stores the additional
in formation for customers using various cornputcr systems
so that the server system can generate such orders. The
server system stores the received additional inlhrmalittn in
association with an identifier of the customer and provides
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the identitier to the client system. When requested by the
client system, the server system provides inlnrmatiorl
describing the item to the requesting client sySlem.Whcn the
server system receives a rerprest from a client system, the
server system combines the aclditionrtl information stored in
association with the identifier included in the request to
elfect the ordering of the item.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF Tl-IE [)RAWlNt'_iS

FIGS. 1A—lC‘ illustrate single-action ordering in one
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of
the present invention.

I"l('j. 3 is a tlow diagram of it routine that enables
single-action ordering for a customer.

FIG. -1- is a [low diagram of a routine to generate at Web
page in which single-action ordering is enabled.

FIG. 5 is it how diagram of a routine which tlmccsscs a
single-action order.

FIG. 6 is a How diagram of a routine For generating a
.-si.nglc—action order summary Web page.

FIG. 7 is at flow diagram of a routine that implements an
ctcpedited order selection algorithm.

FIGS. 8.«'hSC' illustrate a hierarchical data entry mecha-
nism in one embodiment.

DIET/\II..ED DESCRIPTION OI‘ THE
INVENTION

The present invention provides a method and system for
single-action ordering of items in a clicntfscrvcr environ-
ment. The single~actie-n ordering system of the present
invention reduces the number of purchaser interactions
needed to place an order and reduces the amount of settsitivc
information that is tra nt-:-milled between a client system and
a server system. In one embodiment, the server system
assigns a unique client identifier to each client system. The
server system also stores purchaser-specific order informa-
tion for various potential purchasers. The purchaser-specific
order information may have been collected from :1 previous
order placerl by the purchaser. The server system maps each
client identifier to a purchaser that may use that client system
to place an order. The server system may map the client
identiliers to the purchaser who last placed an order using -
that client system. When a purchaser wants to place an order.
the purchaser uses at client system to send the request for
inforntatinn describing the item to be ordered along with its
client identifier. The server system detennines whether the
client identilicr for that client system is mapped to a pur- .
chaser. If so mapped, the server system rleterrnincs whether
single-action ordering is enabled for that purchaser at that
client system. lf enabled, the server system sends the
requested information (e.g.. via a Web page) to the client
computer systtsrn along with an indication of the single _
action to perfomi to place the order for the item. When
single-action ordering is enabled, the purchaser need only
perform at single action (e.g.. click a tnouse button) to order
the item. When the purchaser perlornts that single action. the
client system notifies the server system. The server system
then completes the order by adding the purchaser-specific
order infonnation for the purchaser that is mapped to that
client identifier to the item order inl'om1ation (c.g., product
identifier and quantity). 'I'ht.ts, once the description of an
item is displayed. the purchaser need only take a single
action to place the order to purchase that item. Also, since
the client identifier identifies purchaser-specific order infor-

4
rnation already stored at the server system, there is no need
for such sensitive information to be transrrtittcd via the
Internet or other contntuttications medium.

FIGS. IA-1C’ illustrate single-actlott ordering in one
emhodinrent of the present invention. FIG. 1A illustrates the
display of a Web page describing an item that may be
ordered. This example Web page was sent from the server
system to the client system when the purchaser requested to
review detailed l.nl‘orn:.-ation about the item. This example
Web page contains a summary description section 101, it
shopping cart section 102, a single-actittn ordering section
103, and 21 detailed description section I04. Doe skilled in
the art would appreciate that these various sections can be
omitted or rearranged or adapted in various ways. In general.
the purchaser need only be aware ofthc item or items to be
ordcrcrt by the single action and of the single action needed
to place the order. The summary description and the detailed
dt.:Sc'1'ipliUn t-‘-t:t.‘.li{}t‘t$ provide intonnalion that identifies and
describes the item(s) that may be ordered. The shopping cart
section provides the conventional capability to add the
described item to 31 shopping cart. The server system adds
the summary description, the detailed description, and the
shopping cart sections to each Web page for an item that may
be ordered. The server system, however, only adds the
single—action ordering section when sing1e—action ordering is
enabled for that purchaser at that client system. (One skilled
in the art would appreciate that a single ‘Web page on the
server system may contain all these sections but the single-
nction ordering section can be selectively included or
excluded before sending the Web page to the client system.)
Tltis example single-action ordering section allows the pur~
chaser to specify with tt single click of at mouse button to
order the described item. Once the purchaser clicks the
mouse button. the item is ordered, unless the purchaser then
takes some action to modify the order. The single-action
ordering section contains a single—actinn ordering button
1030. purchaser identification subsection 10313, and single-
action ordering information subsections 103i: and 103d. The
purchaser information subsection displays enough informa—
tion so that the purchaser can verify that the server system
correctly recognizes the purchaser. To reduce the chances of
sensitive information being intercepted. the server system
sends only enough information so that the purchaser is
confident that the server system correctly identified the
purchaser but yet not enough information to be useful to an
unscrupulous interceptor. The additional information sub-
sections allow the purchaser to obtain various settings or
obtain more infnrrnation related to the single-action order-
ing. Ifthe purchaser wants to verify the shipping address, the
purchaser can select the "check shipping address" label. In
response to this selection, the server system may require the
purchaser to perform a “login" so that the identity of the
purchaser can be verified before the shipping information is
viewed or modified. The server system then sends a Web
page to the client system for display and possible modifi-
cation of the shipping address. in this way. the transmitting
of the sensitive shipping address can be avoided unless
requested by the verilled purchaser.

Wllcfl the pu.rchaser selects the single-action ordering
button, the client system sends a message to the server
system requesting that the displayed item be ordered. After
the server system princesses the message, the server system
provides to the client system a new Web page that continue
receipt of the single-action order. FIG. l|3 illustrates the
display of a Web page continuing a single-action order. The
continuing Web page contains essentially the sztme inl’or-
rnalion its the Web page describing the item (i.c., FIG. IA)
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except that an order confirmation section 105 is displayed at
the top oi’ the Web page. The order confirmation section
conlirms that the order has been placed and provides an
opportunity for the purchaser to review and change the
single—action order. Alternatively, the confirming Web page
can be identical to the Web page describing the item (i e.,
FIG. IA]. except that the single-action ordering button is
replaced with a message confirming the order.

If a single-action ordering is not currently enabled for the
client system but could be enabled, then the server system
can generate a Web page like I’-'ll'_i. l/\. except that the
single-action ordering button 103:: is replaced by a single-
action ordering enable button. Such a replacement button
could contain text instructing the purchaser to click on the
button to enable single-action orderirtg. When the purchaser
clicks on that button, the server system would send the Web
page o1‘FlG. 1A to be displayed. Single-action ordering can
be enabled whenever the server system has stored sufficient
purchaser-specific order information for that client system to
complete a single-action order. If the server system does not .
have su llieienl information, then when the purchaser selects
the single-action ordering button, the server system can
provide a Web page to collect the additional infonnation that
is needed. The server system may require the purchaser to
“login" so that the identity of the purcliaser can be verified
before the single-action ordering is enabled.

To help minimize shipping costs and purchaser confusion,
t.l1e server system may combine various single-action orders
into a multiple-item order. For example. if a purchaser
orders one item using the single-action ordering and Five
minutes later orders another item using the single-action
ordering, then those orders maybe cost elfcctively combined
into it single order for shipping. The server system combines
the single-actinrt orders when their expected ship dates are
similar. For example. if one item is immediately available
and the other item will be available in one day, then the two
sing,lc—action orders may be cosl—el1'cctive|y combiricd.
llowevcr, if the other item will not be available for two
weeks. then the two single-item orders would not be com-
bined. FIG. 1C‘ illustrates the display of a Web page repre-
senting four single-action orders that have been combined
into two separate multiple-item orders based on the avail-
ability of the items. The order informaliort 106 indicates that
item 1 and item 2. which will be available in three or fewer

days, have been combined into one order. ‘lite order infor-
malion 107 indicates that items 3 and 4, which will not be
available within one week, are combined into a separate
order. In one embodiment, the server system may combine
single-action orders that are placed within a octtain time
period (t:.g,_, 90 minutes). Also, the server system may ,
combine or divide. orders when the orders are scheduled for

shipment based on the then current availability of the items
ordered. 'l'l1is delayed modification of the orders is referred
to as “expedited order selection" and is described below in
detail.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of
the present invention. This embodiment supports the single-
action ordering over the internal using the World Wide Web.
The server system 210 includes a sewer engine 211. a client
idcntitiertc1.t5-tonier table 212, various Web pages 213. a
customer database 214, an order database 215, and an
inventory database 216. The server engine receives l-lT't‘P
requests to access We?) pages identified by URLs and
provides the Web pages to the various client systems. Such
an I-l"ITP request may indicate that the purchaser has per-
formed the single action to ellect single-action ordering. The
customer database contains customer information for vari-

6

nus purchasers or potential purchasers. The customer infor-
mation includes purchaser-specific order information such
as the name of the customer, billing information. and ship-
ping inl’ot-matjon. The order database 215 contains an entry
for each order that has not yet been shipped to a purchaser.
The inventory database 216 contains a description of the
various items that may be ordered. The client idontillc-r;'
customer table 212 contains a mapping [rum each client
identifier, which is a globally unique identifier that uniquely
identifies a client system. to the customer last associated
with that client system. The client system 22ll contains a
browssr and its assigned client identifier. The client identi-
fier is stored in st file, referred to as a. “cookir:." in one
embodiment, the server system assigns and sends thc client
identifier to the client system once when the client system
first interacts with the server system. From then on, the client
system includes its client identifier with all messages sent to
the server system so that the server system can identify the
source of the message. The server and client systems interact
by exchanging inlomtation via communications link 1700.
which may include transmission over the Internet.

One skilled in the art would appreciate that the single-
action ordering techniques can be used in various environ-
ments other than the Internet. lior example, single-action
ordering can also be in an electronic mail environment in
which an item is described in an electronic mail message
along with an indication of the single action that is to be
performed to effect the ordering of the item. Also, various
communication channels may he used such as local area
network, wide area network, or point-to-point dial up con-
nection. Also, a server system may oornprisc any combina-
tion of hardware or software that can generate orders in
response to the single action being performed. A client
system may comprise any combination of hardware or
software that can interact with the server system. These
systems may include television-basecl systems or various
other consumer products through which orders may be
placerl.

FIG. 3 is a tlow diagram of a routine that enables
single-action ordering for at customer. To enable single-
action ordering. 8 server system needs to have information
about the custotner that is equivalent to the purchaser-
specillr: order information. The server system can obtain this
information in various ways. liirst. the server system could
ask the customer if they would like to have single-action
ordering enabled. If so, then the server system could prompt
the customer using a Web page [or the purchaser-specil'1c
order information. Second, the server system could also save
the purchaser-specific order information collected when an
order is placed conventionally. The server system could.
either automatically or with the customer's assent, enable
single-action ordering. In step Jill. the server system
retrieves the client identifier that was sent by the client
system. in step 302, the server system updates the client
irientifierfcustonjer table to intlieatc. that the generated client
identifier has been associaterl with that customer. ln step
303. the server system sets a ll:-tg indicating that single-
action ordering is enabled for that client identilier and that
customer eontbination. That tlag may be stored in the client
identifier/customer table. In step 304. the server system
suprtlios a continuing Web page to the client system. The
next time a purchaser attempts to order an item. the client
system will supply its client identifier to the server system.
If single-action ordering is enabled for that purchaser, the
server system will assume that the purchaser is the customer
associated with that client identilier in the client identiliert

custonier table. Thus, a purchaser may not want to allow the
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server system to enable single-action ordering if there is :1
]Jtl?.'\‘5:ll‘Jl.lll_\’ lJ:tal someone else may list: that same Client
system.

I-'lC'u. 4 is .'1 How diagram of :1 routine to generatc at We-b
page in which singlearction ordering is enabled. When
single-action nrdn: ring is enabled, the server system gener-
ates .3 Web page describing an item as is conventionally done
zrnd then adds a si.ngle—au.:Iion ordering section. in one
embodiment. the server system adds partial purchaser-
specilic order irtl'orro:ttiun to the seclittn. This infonrtation
may include the customer's nitrite, u shipping address moni-
ker selected by the purchaser {::.g'.. “at l'IomE."), and the last
live digits of a credit card number or a nickname selected by
the purchaser. Such partial information should he the mini-
mum information sufficient to indicate to the purchaser
whether or not the server system is using tht: Corrcct
purchaser-specific order information. In step 401, the server
system generates a Slflfltlflrtl shopping cartvlype Web page
for the item. In step 402. it" the single-action ordering flaghas been not for the client identifier und customer

cornbination, thcn the server system continues at step 403, '
also the server system completes. In step 403, the server
system adds the sirtgle~au:tion section to the Web page and
completes.

1110. S is u tlow diagram of .'l routine which processes a
single-action order. When a purchaser performs the single
action needed to plan: an order. the client system notifies the
server system. The server system than combines the
purchttser—spot.‘ifIc order inl'orn1:.tliort for the customer asso-
ciated with the client system with tlu: item order information
to cotnplrztc the order. The single-action order may also bu
combined with other single-action orders and possibly with
other conventionally placed orders to reduce shipping costs.
in one entbodiment, Sll'IglU-l1t.‘llt.‘ll1 orders can be combined if
they are placed within er certain time period of each other
(e.g., 90 rnimttcs). This routine illustrates the combining of
the singlt-—ttction orders into a shorl—turrn order (o.g.. IiVtlll- "
able to be shipped in less than a week) and ti long-term order
(e.g.. available to be shipped in more than a week). One
skilled in the art would appreciate that the single-action
orders t.'lll'l be combined in various ways buscd on other
factors, such as size of shipment and intcnncdiale-tenn
availability. In step 501. if the item is expected to be shipped
in the short term. then the server system continues til step
502, else the server system continues at stop 505. In step
502. if rt short-term order has already been opened for the
purchaser, then the server system continues at step 504, else
the server system txitllinucs at step 503. In step 503. the
server system creates a short-term order for the purchaser. In
step 504, the server system adds the item to the short-term
order and continues at step 508. In step 505. if it long-term
order has already» pecn opened for the purchaser. then Ehc ,
server system continues at step 501, else the server system
continues at stop 506. In step 506, the server system creates
a long-term order for tho purchaser. In step 507, the server
system adds the item to the long—term order. In step 508. tltt:
server system generates and sends the cortflrmttlion and __
completes.

FIG. 6 is it How diagram of a routine: for gt:-nernting El
single-action order summary Web page. This Web page (r:.g.,
FIG. IC} gives the user the opportunity to view and modify
the short—tt:rm and long—term si.ngl:':—ac1ion orders. In step
601. the server system adds the standard single-action order
information to the Web page. In step 602, if E] short—tr.-rm
order is open. than the server system adds the short-term
order to the Web page in step 603. In step 604, ifa long-tcrrrt
order is open. then the server system adds the long-term
order irllbmtalirin lo the Web page in step 605 and corn-
pistes.

8

FIG. 7 is rt llnw diagram of El routine that implements an
expedited ordor selection algorithm. 'l.l‘n: goal of thus carpe-
dited order .-sclcclion algorithm is to minimize the number of
orders sent to each destination so that shipping oonts art:
reduced. A destination may be H specific shipping address
plus a specific purchascfs billing details. Orders that art:
sent to the same destination are known as "sibling orders."
'l'lic algorithm has two Stages. In the llrst stage, the algorithm
schetlttles for shipment the orders for destinations for which
all ll'lt: sibling orders are filled. An order is lillud when all its
iterns art: currently in inventory (i.e., available) and can be
shirt]:-ed. For each group of sibling orders. the algorithm
combines those sibling orders into 3 single combined order
so that only one order is currently scheduled for shipment to
each tlcslination. In the second stage, the algorithm corn«
bincs and schedules grou ps oi" sibling orders for which some
of the sibling orders are not tilled or partially Iilled. The
algorithm may split each partially tilled sibling order into a
tilled sibling order and it completely unfilled sibling order.
The algorithm then combines all the tiller] sibling orders into
it single combined order and scliedulcs the combined order
for shipment. If any group has only one sibling order and
that order is partially fillcd. then the algorithm in one
embodiment does not split that order to avoid making no
extra shipment to that destination.

Dtlring the second stage, the algorithm may select uud
scbcdulc groups of sibling ordors in at sequcncc that is based
on the next lttlftllment time for an item in the group. The
next fulfillment time l'or ti group of sibling orders is the
minimum expected fulfillment time of the items in that
group of sibling orders. For example. if a group of sibling
orders has seven items that are not yet fulfilled and their
expected fulfillment times range from 3 days to 14 days.
then the next fulfillment time for that group is 3 days. The
algorithm first schedules those groups of sibling orders with
tltc largest ncxt fulfillment time. For example, if 6 groups
have ncxl Eullillnient times of 3. 5. 7. 10. 11. and 14 days.
respectively, then the algorithm llflil selects and schedules
Il1I..'- sibling orders in the group with the next fulfillment time
of 14 days. followed by Ihu: group with this next litlllllmcnt
time of ll days, and so on. By delaying the scheduling of
groups with short next fullillntcnt times, the ttlgorithrn
increases the chances of additional items liceoming available
(because olthe shortness of the next fulfillment time) and
thus combined with the .-sclzoduled order.

Steps Tlll-703 represent the llrsl stage of the expedited
order selection algorithm. and steps '.l0sL'i'l]6 represent the
second stage of the. expedited selection order algorithm. In
steps 701-703. the algorithm loops selecting groups in
which all sibling orders are tilled and combining the orders.
In step 701, the algorithm selects Iht: next group with all
sibling orders that are filled. In step 703. if all such groups
have already been st:-leclcd. then the algorithm mnljnucs
with the second stage in step 704. else the algorithm
continues at step 703. In step 703. the algorithm combines
and schedules the orders in the selected group and loops to
step 701. In step 704. the algoriI.lJn't selects thr: ncxt group of
sibling orders that has the largest next fullillmerrt time. In
step 705, if all such groups have already been selected. than
the algorithm is done, else the algorithm continues at step
‘T06. In step 7ll6. the algorithm combines and schedules the
orders in the selected group and loops to step 704. When the
expedited order selection algorithm is being purlormerl. new
orders and new inventory may he received. Whenever such
new orders and new inventory is received. then the algo-
rilhm restarts to schedule and combine the new orders as

appropriate.
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Although the algorithm has been described as having two
stages. it could be implemented in an incremental fashion
where the assessment of the first and second stages are
redone after each order is scheduled. One skilled in the art

would recognize that there are other possible combinations
of these stages which still express the same essential algo-
rithm.

FIGS. 8A—8C' illustrate a hierarchical data entry mecha-
nism in one embodiment. When collecting intbrmation [rom
rt user, :1 Web page typically consists of a long series of data
entry fields that may not all lit onto the display at the some
time. Thus, a user needs to scroll through the Web page to
enter the information. When the data entry fields do not fit
onto the display at the same time. it is difiicult for the user
to get an overall understanding of the type and organization
of the data to be entered. The hierarchical data entry mccha—
Itisrn allows a user to understand the. overall organization of
the data to he entered even though the all data entry fields
would not fit onto the display at the same time. FIG. 8A
illustrates an outline format of a sample form to he filled in.
The sample form contains various sections identified by
Icttce.-'.A, B, C, and D. When the user selects the start button,
then section A expands to include the data entry fields for the
customer name and address, l"[t'_‘u. SB i.llustr:ttes the expan-
sion of section A. Since only section A has been expanded,
the user can view the data entry tields of section A and
summary information of the other sections at the same time.
The user then enters data in the vttrious dttta entry lields that
are displayed. Upon completion. the user selects either the
next or previous buttons. The next button causes section A
to be collapsed and section B to be expanded so that
financial information may he entered. FIG. 8C illustrates the
expansion of section B. If the previous button is selected,
then section A would collapse and he displayed to: shown in
FIG. 8A. This collapsing and expanding is repeated For each ,_
section. At any time during the data entry, if an error is
detected, then a Web page is generated with the error
message in close proximity (e.g., on the line below) to the
data entry ficld that contains the error. This Web page is then
displayed by the client system to inform the user olithe error.
In addition, each of the data “c-ntry" fields may not be
editable until the user clicks on the data entry llultl or selects
an edit button associated with the data entry field. in this
way, the user is prevented from inadvertently changing the
contents of an edit field. When the user clicks on a data entry
field, a new Web page is presented to the user that allows for
the editing of the data associated with tltcl'1elrl.When editing
is complete, the edited data is displayed in the data "entry"
licld. Because the fields oi‘ the Form are thus not directly
editable. neither “named-submit" buttons nor Java are ,
needed. Also, the form is more compact because the various
data entry options (e.g.. radio button) are displayed only on
the new Web page when the field is to be edited.

Although the present invention has been describetl in
terms of vitriutts enlbtulinjents, it is not intended that the _.
invention be limited to these embodiments. Mortification

within the spirit of the invention will be apparent to those
skilled in the art. For example. the server system can map a
client identifier to multiple customers who have recently
used the client system. The server system can then allow the
user to identify themselves by selecting one of the mappings
based preferably on a display of partial purchaser—speciJ'tc
order information. Also, various different sittgle actions can
be used to ctIt:t:t the placement of an order. For example. a
voice command may be spoken by the purchaser. a key may
be depressed by the purchaser, a button on u television
remote control device may be depressed by the purchaser. or

10

selection using any pointing device may be effected by the
purchaser. Although a single action may be preceded by
multiple physical rnovcments of the purchaser (e.g., moving
a mouse so that a mouse pointer is over a button), the single
action generally refers to .1 single event received by a client
system tltat indicates to place the order. Finally, the pur-
chaser can be alternately idcntillt:-it by a unique customer
identifier that is provided by the customer when the cnsv
torner initiates access to the server system and sent to the
server system with each message. This customer identifier
could he also stored persistently on the client system so that
the purchaser does not need to re-enter their customer
identifier each time access is initiated. The scope of the
present invention is defined by the claims that follow.

We claim:

1. A method of placing an order for an item comprising:
under control of a client system,

displaying information identifying the item: and
in response to only a single action being performed,

sending a request to order the item along with an
identifier of a purchaser of the item to a server
system;

under control of a singlc—action ordering component of
the server system,
receiving the request:
retrieving additional information previously stored for

the purchaser identified by the idenlillcr in the
received request; and

generating an order to purchase the requested item for the
purchaser identified by the identifier in the received
request using the retrieved additional information; and

fulfilling the generated order to complete purchase of the
item

whereby the item is ordered without using a shopping cart
ordering model.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying of
information includes displttying information indicating the
single action.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the single action is
clicking ii button.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the single action is
speaking of a sound.

5. 'l‘t1c method of claim 1 wherein a user of the client

system does not need to explicitly identity themselves when
placing an order.

6. A client system for ordering an item comprising:
an irlcntitier that identifies a customer;

a display component For displaying inforrnation identify-
ing the item;

a sirtg1c—action ordering component that in response to
pcrformanee of only a single action. sends a request to
a server syslc-In to order the identified item. the request
including the identifier so that the sc-rvcr system can
locate additional inl"on'nttlion needed to complete the
order and so that the server system can fulfill the
generated order to complete purchase of the item; and

ti shopping cart ordering component that in response to
performance of an add-to-shopping-cart action,scnds a
request to the server system to add the item to a
shopping cart.

7. The client system of claim 6 wherein the display
component is a browser.

8. The client system of claim 6 wherein the predefined
as action is the clicking of a mouse button.

9. Ascrvcr system for generating an order comprising:
a shopping cart ordering component; and
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a single-action ordering component including:
ti data storage medium storing inlhnnatittn for El plu-

rality of users;
a receiving component for receiving rcrqttesls to order

an item, a request including an indication of one of
the plurality of users, the request being sent in
response to only a single action being, performed:
and

an order placement component that retrieves [com the
data storage medium inl'on'nalion for the indicated
tL=.L‘t' and that uses the retrieved information to place
an order for the indicated user for the item; and

an order fulfillment component that completes a purchase
of the item in accordance with the order placed by the
single-.—action ordering component.

10. The server system of claim 9 wherein the request is
sent by a client system in response to a single action being
perlhrmecl.

11. A tncthod for ordering an item using a client system.
the method coniprising:

displaying information identifying the item and display-
ing an indication of :1 5i.nglc action that is to he
performccl to order the identified item: and

in response to only the indicated single action hcing _
perlhrrncd. scndi [lg to a server system a request to order
the irlcrttiiietl item

whereby the item is ordered independently of a shopping
cart model and the order is fulfilled to complete a
pureliasc: of the item.

12. The metttod of claim 11 wherein the server system
uses an identifier sent along with the request to identify
additional iilformatiun ncetlcrl to generate an orcicr for theItem.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the identifier idon- __
titles the client system and the server system provides the
identifier to the client system.

12

14. The method of claim l_l wherein the client system and
server system cornrrrunicate via the Internet.

15. The method at’ claim ll wherein the displaying
includes displaying an HTML. document provided by the
server system.

16. The method of claim 11 including sending from the
scrver system to the client system a continuation that the
order was generated.

17. The method of claim "ll wherein the single action is
clicking 5! mouse button when a cursor is positioned over a
predefined arc: of the displayed inthrmation.

18. The method of claim 11 wherein the single action is
a sound gerterated by a user.

19. The mothttd of claim 11 wherein the single action is
selection using a television remote control.

20. The method of claim "ll wherein the single action is
depressing oi" a key on a key pad.

21. The method of claim 11 wherein the single action is
selecting using a pointing device.

22. The method of claim 11 wherein the single action in
selection of a clisplayed indication.

23. The method of claim 11 wherein the displaying
includes displaying partial information supplied hy the
server system as to the identity of a user of the client system.

24. The method of claim ll when-.-in the displaying
includes displaying partial shipping information supplied by
the server system.

25. The method of claim 11 wherein the displaying
includes displaying partial payment information supplied by
the server system.

26. The method of claim 11 wherein the displaying
includes displaying a moniker identifying a shipping address
for the customer.
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